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GOODBYE: After five years as head football
coach, Tommy West and the University
parted ways on Wednesday evening.

Three days before the University of South
Carolina game, Coach Tommy West was formally released from his duties as head football coach for the 1999 season. West will
remain on staff under the supervision of
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson for
Saturday's game.
"Coach West will continue to prepare the
team for Saturday's game against South
Carolina," Robinson said in a press release.
The University will honor West's financial
commitment outlined in West's contract,
which calls for a payment of $325,000. The
athletic department revenues will be used to
fulfill the commitment, which does not
include IPTAY funds, student fees or stateappropriated funds.
"I've been fighting for my job as best I

Sigma Alpha
Epsilon suspended
for one year

know how," a tearful West responded at 6
p.m., Wed. Nov. 18 as he stepped off the practice field to an informal press conference.
"I've always said I'll handle things with
class and dignity," he said. He was told the
decision was made because of a poor season,
according to West.
West said they had asked him to resign
but explained he would not quit on the team.
"West simply has not met expectations in
the win-loss column," Robinson said in a teleconference later that evening.
In the teleconference, Robinson was asked
if the decision was his. "I made a recommendation to the University administration," he
responded.
"In order to be fair, once a decision was
made it was better to communicate it so we
can turn the focus from that issue to the USC
game." Responding to an inquiry as to why
the decision was made to release West now,

Robinson commented that there is never an
ideal time. He said that he felt that it was fair
to inform everyone.
Neither West or Robinson would discuss
specific details of the meetings directly preceding West's release.
During the teleconference, Robinson was
asked to identify prospects for the position,
specifically, his relationship with Danny
Ford was questioned.
"I will never discuss any individual candidate, or non-candidate," Robinson responded.
"Obviously now we will initiate a search for a
new coach."
Although he said he would like to find a
coach quickly, Robinson stressed that time is
not the primary objective.
"We're going to get the best coach in
America, whatever it takes, we will do that,"
SEE

WEST, PAGE 8

[UNION PLAZA]

► Thefraternity was citedfor
using University facilities without
explicit permission.
■

CHRIS SCHOON

staff writer
It was a late night in Sirrine.
A small group of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
brothers were finishing their bid voting.
Custodians knocked on the door at 5:30 a.m.
The custodians reported to University police
that there might be intoxicated people in the
Sirrine Auditorium.
Several police officers responded to the
scene and left satisfied that the students
would soon leave the room. Police found no
wrongdoing and filed no charges. The
responding officers mentioned that they had
encountered other fraternities and sororities
doing the same thing in the past. Custodians
later reported that they found a bag of beer
cans.
This prompted an investigation by
University officials. It was found that the fraternity was not cleared to use the Sirrine
Auditorium. SAE requested keys to use the
room the night of Friday Sept. 4. They were
denied the keys because there was a football
game the next day. So they held the meeting
the night before, but without explicit permission. University officials concluded that
the fraternity had unauthorized keys and
had used alcohol, so disciplinary action was
taken.
The fraternity was charged with the violation of three student regulations listed in
the Student Handbook under the headings
"Failure to Comply with an Official
Request," "Student Organization Conduct,"
"Trespassing," and "University Facilities."
"I have been devastated by the fact that
this occurred. I felt it was a very minor
infraction," said Joe Young, one of the fraternity's advisors.
The fraternity appealed at every stage of
the judicial process up to the president.
Ultimately it was ruled that SAE be suspended for one year. This means that they
can no longer act as a group or reside in
University housing. This suspension is a significant reduction from the five-year suspension recommended after first review of
the case.
Alicia Smith, director of judicial services,
was first to review the case. It is her job to
review all allegations of student organization misconduct. This review is forwarded to
the dean of student life who is responsible
for establishing an administrative hearing.
Smith recommended sanctions that includ-
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THE SHORTCUT IS BACK: Theformer Phantom Lot will reopen on Saturday after months of renovation to create a beautiful site
on campus. The new lot will be dedicated to Walter T. Coxjrjor his lifelong contributions to the University's improvement.

GRAND REOPENING
The Phantom Lot changes its look and name today
BRANDON SMITH

news editor

In 1935 a boy named Walter T. Cox Jr.
came to this school. Someone who
probably never thought he would make
such a massive impact on any one place in
his entire life. This Friday at 4 p.m. that
boy, now a man, having served in over 10
various positions within the University
ranging from Company Commander in
the Cadet Corps to boxing coach to our
10th University president will be honored
with the addition of the University's
newest step in the beautification process
of our campus.
What for years was known as the

Phantom Lot and before that was called
the small parade grounds, has been transformed into a student plaza dedicated to
the efforts of this one man.
The true honor for this man will be the
sculpture of himself that is to be unveiled
during Friday's ceremony. Prior to this, his
figure will remain under a blue tarp where
it has been literally seated, casually on one
of the many benches that have been
placed in the plaza.
During his time here at the University,
Cox served as vice president for student
affairs for three decades, and during this
time saw some of the biggest changes that
have happened to the University. He witnessed the increase of enrollment, from

2,700 to over 12,500 He saw the enrollment of women roll peacefully through
and helped with the desegregation of the
student body.
This is not the first time he has been
awarded an honor from the University. To
name just a few, Cox received the Alumni
Distinguished Service Award and the
Clemson Medallion and an honorary doctorate.
According to Gerald Vandermay crews
worked over time to compensate for rain
delays, extending their hours to lay the
brick, smooth the cement that has been
molded into a beautiful plaza and deal with
SEE
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BRIEFS
Things to experience
during the famous
Clemson-USC football
weekend:
South Carolina Botanical

Garden: If the weather's nice,
take a stroll with the ones you
love through the beautiful gardens located only a short drive
from the football stadium.
While you're there, be sure to
stop by the Wren House which
recently appeared in Southern
Living as a Showcase House.
The Botanical Garden is located on Perimeter Road and is .4
miles from Highway 76. It's
open from dawn until dusk.
Call (864) 656-3405 for more
information.
John C. Calhoun House: One

of South Carolina's most
famous landmarks as well as
the nucleus of campus history.
Once the home of the former
vice president and his son-inlaw, Thomas G. Clemson, the
Calhoun House is a pawful of
the University's heritage. Take
a tour through the historic
house and see many of the
family's heirlooms including a
desk made from a piece of the
famous warship "Old
Ironsides." The house is open
from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. then
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturdays. The house is located on Fort Hill Road and is a
short walk up from the east
end of the stadium. Call (864)
656-4762 for more information.
Agriculture Products: A visit

to Clemson isn't complete
without a trip to Newman Hall
to pick up some of the deliclous foods that the agriculture
department has to offer. They
have tasty ice cream for sale
and the famous Clemson blue
cheese. Newman Hall is located behind Redfern Health
Center and can be reached by
taking the first right after the
stoplight on Perimeter Road
heading towards the stadium
and away from Highway 76.
Call (864) 656-3242 for more
information.
Bars: For a good time
before and after the game, be
sure to stop by one of downtown Clemson's outstanding
bars. Try Tiger Town Tavern,
TD's, Esso Club or Fins. Tiger
Town Tavern is located on
College Avenue. Take Highway
93 into downtown Clemson,
take a right onto College
Avenue and look for Tiger Town
Tavern on the right. Call (864)
654-5901 for more information. TD's is located at the corner of Highway 93 and College
Avenue. The Esso Club is located on Highway 93 across from
the football stadium. Go past
the College Avenue turn and
look for the Esso Club on the
right. Call (864) 6545120 for
more information. Fins is also
on College Avenue and is on
the left just before Tiger Town
Tavern. Call (864) 654-9006
for more information.
Bowman Field and Lake

Hartwell: These two locations
offer an afternoon of relaxtion
in the sun before the game.
Bowman is located in front of
Tillman Hall and Hartwell is a
few miles north of the stadium.
Rally at the Rock: Get the

festivities rolling early for the
big game by having a blast at
Rally at the Rock at the Hill in
Death Valley. There will be fun,
games and spirit at the
famous Rock tonight at 6:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Come out
and cheer for the Tigers as
they get ready for an exciting
match against the Gamecocks.
Tailgating: Nothing beats the
longstanding tradition with
Clemson and USC fans of tailgating. Come to the game early
and leave the campus late.
Bring your favorite fried chicken
or set up your barbecue grill.
Grab your family and friends,
pick up a few six packs and
take part in one of the most
beautiful things about college
football.
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University adopts new evaluation policy
► Students' evaluations of
teachers'performances will
hold more weight.
PHILLIP CASTON

managing editor

For those who have ever wondered where those end of the semester teacher evaluations go, it will no
longer be a mystery.
Through a new procedure taken
by Clemson, all teacher evaluations
filled out by students will be sent to
the South Carolina Department of
Education. The new handling of
teacher evaluations is an effort to
strengthen students' say in the effectiveness of their professors, which
will be used as a benchmark for the
new performance-based funding.
The University hopes to achieve a
better evaluation process with the
new questionnaires. Some professors,

however, are not overly enthusiastic
about the change.
"(The new evaluations) will not
answer the questions that they hope
to address," said Dr. William
Beckwith, director of the University's
general engineering department.
"(The attitude of our department) is
that it's one of those things we'll go
along with although we don't see
how it will help."
One reason why many teachers
are uneasy about the new evaluation
process is the fact that University
professors with tenure can be affected by the evaluations. In the past,
tenure protected the jobs of professors who obtained that status.
However, there is a possibility that
their teaching effectiveness could
come under scrutiny if enough students give them unfavorable evaluations.
"There's been a lot of discomfort

among some departments, but in
architecture there hasn't been any,"
said Jose Carlan, chair of the
University's architecture department. "The only thing I've heard is
that the logistics now puts professors
out of loop and many feel that's not
necessary.
One particular new item that students might have noticed on the evaluations is the side note on the question that asks how available their
teacher is to them. The note states
that the information will be used to
determine future state funding for
the University.
"I think the only thing that really
upset the faculty was a memo that was
sent around that implied that the faculty was influencing the evaluation
process," Dr. Charles Gooding said.
Because of this fear of faculty
influence, the University no longer
allows teachers to participate in the

evaluation process. They must have a
student from the class pick up the
evaluation sheets, administer them
to the class, and then return them to
their department. .
"(The memo) was acting as if
teachers would be shot if they were
caught touching the evaluation
sheets," Gooding said.
Many students expressed their
approval of the new evaluation
process. With the new policy, their
voices will be heard a little clearer,
some stated.
"I think it'll keep a teacher honest," senior Ryan Dannelly said.
"They'll realize they can't just be an
ogre. What students say really does
count."
"I think it needs to not be directed
towards whether you liked the professor or did they do a good job, but
rather did you learn what you were
supposed to learn," Gooding said.

Course puts students in emergency drivers' seats
► Thirteen University students experience every kid's dreamfirst hand in
emergency vehicle driver training.

arise.
The next major portion was spent with the
truck, not driving but just looking at it. They
crawled under it, through it, around it and above it
learning every inch they could. The students were
shown the basics of the truck, like where the
BRANDON SMITH
breaks are and how the frame runs and also how to
news editor
shut it down in case it simply will not stop runA group of 13 University students and two non- ning.
affiliated firefighters recently took part in an
This all may sound simple, but according to
intense five week course focusing on emergency Caraciollo it is not. His basic justification being
vehicle driver training with all 15 members of the that students had to address many of the classes
with calculator in hand as far
class passing.
The class was taught by Fire ^^^_^^^_
as figuring out the physics of
a 33-foot long, two ton plus
Chief Christopher Caraciollo, a
14 year veteran firefighter for the "If we're not at our best •
truck filled with water. This
then we can't serve the
state of South Carolina.
added weight can cause the
"As an instructor, this is by far people as well as we
vehicle to react differently in
almost any driving situation.
the funniest class to teach," said
Caraciollo said that simply
Caraciollo who has been teach- should."
stopping becomes a major
ing these types of classes since
CHRISTOPHER CARACIOLLO
challenge under those cir1991. "It's fun to watch the stuVeteranfirefighter cumstances.
dents' reactions to driving these
===========
big trucks."
The participants were also
given maps and had to plot
The course did not strictly
revolve around the driving and maneuvering of routes to certain fires. In each situation they were
the trucks, but also went into such areas as main- asked to take into consideration all of the factors,
tenance and upkeep of the vehicles. They also such as traffic and time of day. Caraciollo
spent roughly 22 hours in the class room dis- explained that at certain parts of the day some
cussing the South Carolina laws which pertain to routes become either very dangerous, or very
them when driving such a machine. They ana- accessible, and as firefighters they need to know
lyzed many different accidents involving fire which are which.
Aside from simply looking at the truck and
trucks as well as looking at situations that could

doing some quick math, students were asked serious questions involving their response to certain
scenarios. These questions had no right or wrong
answer, they were strictly opinion. They allowed
the firefighters the chance to4ook into themselves
and discover things they may not have known
going into a course like this.
"This course is designed to teach them about the
trucks, but it also helps them learn about themselves," Caraciollo said.
In their final test Caraciollo had no contact
with his students. They were tested by outside certified firefighters Jason James and Christopher
Shavce.
Caraciollo stood silently on the side of the
obstacle course, which consisted of four progressively harder tasks to accomplish with such a massive piece of equipment. Caraciollo explained that
as each member of the class completed their test
they were greeted with cheers from the rest of their
classmates. He also said that you could look at
them as they each succeeded and see the pride on
their face.
All those who participated in the program are
now certified to simply drive the vehicles, not on
an emergency call though. For that each individual has to take more courses, each progressively
harder and dealing with different aspects of firefighting. This is to assure that each member of the
University's fire department is ready and prepared
when they are needed.
"If we're not at our best," Caraciollo said, "then
we can't serve the people as well as we should."

STUDENTGOVERNMENTSPEAKS
I am disturbed by Clemson's
current trend of focusing away
from undergraduate students
and undergraduate studies.
The shift towards winning big
research grants and enhancing our
graduate studies reputation is not
in the best interest of this great
institution. Sure, big research
grants win headlines and good
publicity, but undergraduate studies win great students, future
alumni, and an enduring national
reputation.
As students, we should be concerned with the value of a
Clemson degree and Clemson's
reputation. Both of these will
reflect on us when we seek
employment or admission to graduate programs.
But, how do we move the focus
back on undergraduates? I think
we need to start with rebuilding
relationships between the faculty,
the administration and the undergraduate students through academic advising.
Academic advising is critical to
a student's undergraduate studies
because it allows a student to sit
down with a faculty member from
his or her major, and to plot his or
her future course of studies as the
student works towards graduation.
Have you ever gone to see your
advisor and he or she was simply
too busy to help? Or have you
ever not visited with your advisor,
but just emailed or called them to

get your advising number? Too
often, I hear of instances where
students receive improper advising, or they simply do not put forth
the effort to receive valuable advising from faculty.
Students, you need to know that
you can change your advisor at
any time. If you are not pleased
with your assigned advisor, you

Jeff Davis
Academic
Affairs
chairman

w
can request another faculty member of your choice.
In addition, advising is a great
opportunity to get to know a professor from your major field of
study, and professors are great
sources for letters of recommendation when you seek employment
or admission to a graduate studies
program.
Student Government is taking
steps to improve undergraduate
academic advising. Student
Senate recently announced the creation of the Charles Dunn
Academic Advising Award. The
award is an attempt to encourage
and reward faculty members who
go the extra mile in their efforts to

advise students. Dunn is a politifront of the University Union.
cal science professor who won the
Dean Cox is depicted in a bronze
first and last Student Government
statue, sitting on a bench as if talkAdvising Award before it was dising with a student. Indeed, Cox is
continued. Dunn is leaving
known for his position as the forClemson after this fall semester,
mer dean of students. During his
but he is an example to us all of
time at Clemson, he counseled
the incredible support, guidance
thousands of students, and he
and influence advising has upon
helped bridge the gap between stuundergraduate students.
dents and administrators.
Today, Clemson is moving away
In addition, students recently
named political science the best
from the close relationships
between undergraduates and
major on campus. Perhaps this is
administrators. When was the
because the political science
department recognizes the imporlast time you sat down and talked
tance of research, but retains its
with a dean from the administraemphasis on the undergraduate
tion or President Curris?
student. As a political science
I know that their jobs are
major, I know that this departextremely demanding, but if we
are to place the focus back on
ment's faculty members always
have a minute to talk with stuundergraduates, we need people
dents and their number one con' like Dunn and Cox, who will offer
their time and their wisdom to stucern is student learning. The
dents.
political science professors have a
positive attitude about advising
It is the people behind the name
and they are knowledgeable and
of Clemson that make this instituempathetic of the entire advising
tion great, and it is these same peoprocess from class scheduling to
ple who must move the focus back
career counseling to the resolution
on the undergraduate studies.
of problems. The political science
Upcoming Events
department should serve as an
illustration of what makes the
•Professor Charles Dunn will
Clemson experience truly great
speak to Student Senate at 7p.m. on
Monday, Nov 23
professors who understand the
value of research, but recognize the •Dedication of the Walter T. Cox
importance of learning and the
Plaza on Friday, Nov. 20 at 4 p.m. in
front of the Union.
worth of the undergraduate stu•Rally at the Rock on Friday, Nov.
dent.
This Friday, Clemson will dedi20 at 6:30 p.m. in front of Death
cate the Walter T Cox Plaza in
Valley.

•
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Sigma Nu runs
ball for big game
► Brothersjrom rival
schools will rungame ball
from Columbia to Clemson.
WHrTNEY

FULLER

staff writer

The brothers of Sigma Nu at
Clemson and the University of
South Carolina will run Saturday's
gameball from Columbia to the
gates of Death Valley. This philanthropy event is'to raise public
awareness and money for multiple
sclerosis.
Clemson Sigma Nu's philanthropy chair, Adam Eichelberger,
coordinated the event. "This year
the Carolina Sigma Nus will run
the
ball
to
Greenwood,"
Eichelberger said. "From there we
will run it into Death Valley on
Friday night at the Rally at the
Rock."
The trip will take 24 hours,
starting in Columbia on Thursday,
and totals 146 miles. Eichelburger
said that 150 brothers from
Clemson and USC will take turns
running the game ball.
The trip goes from Columbia to
Lexington, then to Saluda,
Anderson, Pendelton and reaching
its final destination in Clemson at
Death Valley.
Each brother will run about a
mile and the USC and Clemson
police will escort the runners
throughout the trip.
"Last year we raised $10, 000 in
conjunction with the Sigma Nu
chapter at Carolina," said
Eichelburger, "and this year our
goal is $20,000."
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All donations benefit the MidAtlantic chapter of the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society.
Multiple sclerosis is a disease
that randomly attacks a person's
nervous system, wearing away at
the control that one has over the
body. Symptoms range from
numbness to paralysis and blindness. MS is unpredictable and sever
because symptoms cannot be foreseen.
Three hundred and fifty thousand Americans are living with MS
and hundreds are diagnosed every
week.
Research must continue to find
the cause and cure that are currently unknown.
Eichleberger said that donations
are given by corporations and personal gifts.
"Good News Travel donated a
charter bus for people waiting to
run," Eichelberger said.
There are other corporate sponsors such as Bell South, who donated a phone for the use during the
run.
There are many stops on the
way for the press and fans to catch
a glimpse of the game ball.
The ball will be transferred
from Carolina Sigma Nus to
Clemson at the Winn Dixie in
Greenwood. The Publix in
Anderson is the last stop before
Death Valley.
Eichelberger said that he is very
excited. "We are ready to start the
run and raise a lot of money for
multiple sclerosis."
Rally at the Rock is from 6:30
p.m. to 730 p.m. Friday and the
game starts at 630 p.m. on Saturday.

QUYEN NGUYEWM..1I

Lloyd Lewis peruses the fine selection of used booksfor sale outside Daniel Hall Wednesday afternoon.

THANK YOU
CLEMSON STUDENTS
For Voting

Your Most Favorite
Sandwich Shop.
We continuously strive to serve you better.
Present your student ID and get a FREE DRINK with purchase of any
footlong sandwich 11 /20/98 to 11 /27/98
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[STAFF EDITORIAL]

\fehicle searches should not be routine
It is Friday night, and you are late for your hot date so you are conspicuous violations of the Fourth Amendment.
pushing the speed limit a little bit. The next thing you know,
Aside from being a blatant violation of the Fourth Amendment,
Officer Barney Fife is flashing his blue and whites signaling you to vehicle searches also tend to discriminate against youths and
pull over. Not only is the officer giving you a speeding ticket, but he minorities. After being pulled over for a traffic violation, a person is
is also requesting to search your car, which of course makes you essentially at the mercy of an officer as to whether a vehicle search
later for that hot date. Does this scenario sound familiar? More and will be conducted or not. If an officer requests to do a vehicle
more routine traffic violations are leading to full-blown vehicle search and the driver says no, then it is extremely easy for the police
searches.
*
officer to obtain a warrant to search the person's car. Allowing offiUnder current laws, officers can almost always justify before the cers to search vehicles after minor traffic violations essentially
courts that a vehicle search was justified,
gives them free reign to conduct searches at
which gives officers way too much power.
their whims.
Fortunately, the case of Knowles vs. Iowa is
Unfortunately, this inequitable power to
Our Position
challenging these very laws before the
search vehicles allows police officers to conSupreme Court right now. Patrick Knowles
duct their searches selectively. Rather than
was pulled over for speeding and then after
looking for tangible, visible evidence, officers
being ticketed for the speeding violation, the
often use stereotypes and statistics to decide
officer searched his car and found a small
whether to conduct a vehicle search or not.
amount of marijuana in the car's glove box.
For example, it is much rarer for an older perThis case, funded by the ACLU, questions how
son's car to be searched than a younger permuch authority an officer has to perform a
son's car. Clearly most vehicle searches undersearch and what constitutes reasonable cause
mine the rights of our nation's youths and
for a search.
minorities.
This case seems like it should be a very simple ruling for the
Not only do many of these searches violate our rights, but also
Supreme Court. Vehicle searches that proceed from minor traffic from a practical point of view, searches are often a waste of time,
violations are clearly violations of the Fourth Amendment. The which equates to a waste of taxpayer money. Since random searchFourth Amendment protects citizens from unreasonable searches es often turn up empty handed, they waste both the time of the
and seizures. Of course, there are a few instances where an officer officer and the person who was pulled over. Officers should spend
should have the right to search a car. However, unless an officer feels their time enforcing the law by legal means without violating the
seriously threatened, or sees something that violates the law with- rights of citizens.
in plain view inside of the car, then the officer should not have the
If police officers are given blanket authority to search vehicles
right to search the vehicle.
after pulling someone over for a minor traffic violation then what
Perhaps, Chief Justice Rehnquist said it best when he said: is the next step? Will officers of the law be given the right to show
"When you have a traffic stop, you're not going to find any more up at a residence and request to search the premises? Vehicle
evidence of speeding when you search a person's car." This com- searches conducted without sound and reasonable causes overstep
ment sounds like very sensible reasoning and illustrates how the privacy and freedom of all citizens. Let us hope that the
absurd this whole notion is. Since there is no evidence for speeding Supreme Court rules in the favor of freedom when they make their
that can be gathered by searching a vehicle, then most searches are ruling on this case.

Minor traffic violations are not cause
enough for an officer
to search a car.

SPEAKINGOUT
What constitutes grounds for searching your vehicle during a traffic stop?

Meetings are held every Sunday at
7 p.m. in Room 904 of the Student
Union.
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced, and should include the
author's name, signature, and phone
number (plus major and class if applicable). They will be checked for authenticity. Letters may be edited for clarity
and grammar.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of THE
TIGER senior staff. In representing the
majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any
particular member.

If a person appears
drunk, or under the
influence of drugs, or
gives the officer a hard
time then it is OK to
search the car.
Amanda Branham
mechanical engineering
freshman

If the police officer can
smell an illegal substance or if the person is
intoxicated already then
the officer should be able
to search the car.
Jasmine King
nursing
freshman

I don't thing that your
car should be searched
unless something is out
in plain view.
Reid Dyer
biological sciences
junior

A police officer should
not search your vehicle
during a minor traffic
stop unless their is evidence that the individual is in possession of
illegal products.
Natalie Cropp

biochemistry

A cop should never
inconvenience someone
with a search after a
minor traffic violation.
Ryan Smith
undecided
freshman
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Candidates clean up at polls, and not the environment

'M

aybe you'll win the lottery!" says the guy Irom
Georgia. Did it not seem
that the entire gubernatorial election this year was
about the lottery?
Personally 1 was
f m
so sick of hearing
rcfGJ
about candidate A
Wmmm
bashing candidate B that I
almost cast my
vote for my dog.
One issue that no one seemed to
care about was the environment.
Being someone who actually cares
about our outside world, I feel it is
necessary to bring up a few observations. I am not a die-hard envi-

ronmentalist, but I know when
campaign signs are thrown all over
the countryside, it cannot be a good
thing. A local radio station even
gave $500 to the
listener
who
brought in the
John Adam most signs.
Wickliffe
Every elecweb editor
tion year, candidates put up
thousands
of
ugly campaign
posters and billboards. I thought it
was hilarious to see one candidate
for the school board put up twenty
signs in front of my high school.
Since the election is over, you
would think that the candidates

would remove their signs. Wrong!
On my quiet fifteen minute trip
home last weekend, I found myself
counting signs. Amazingly I saw
only 31 signs, not counting the 20
near my high school.
The Inglis campaign was the
worst offender; they • left eight
incredibly big and astoundingly
red signs. The Hodges campaign
receives the award for the most
interesting and irrelevant signs. My
favorite is the Confederate flag billboard that can be seen along
Highway 76.1 realize that this sign
was probably not sanctioned by the
Hodges campaign, but his supporters placed it. I challenge any individual to let me know what the

Confederate flag has to do with an
election that was not about the flag.
My main objection is not that
these candidates polluted our highways and roads with these signs
before the election, but it is that the
signs are left of the sides of the
roads after the election is long over.
I thought it would be interesting
to see what the candidates' positions were on the environment, so I
checked the candidates' web sites.
After some tiresome hunting, I
found that only two candidates
even mentioned the environment.
Lame-duck Gov. David Beasley had
the most to say about the environment. Consequently, I did not see
any Beasley signs on my journey.

The only other candidate who
had any stance on the environment
was Nick Theodore. Theodore
proudly stated that he had kept a
hazardous waste incinerator out of
South Carolina. Too bad he was not
able to keep five of his signs from
popping up on my voyage.
There are many who do not care
about the environment. To those I
say, "shame on you!" Everyone
should care about our environment, especially those who have
influence in the future of our state.
John Adam Wickliffe is a junior
majoring in computer information
systems. E-mail comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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The NBA is nothing but asinine

The three races that mattered most

H

The most important outcome of the
1998 election was former pro wrestler
Jesse Ventura's Reform Party victory in
Minnesota. Had this race turned out another
way, it would not be such a big deal. But this
is the first time a member of the Reform
Party has been elected to any statewide
office, and indeed to any office more important than Mosquito Control Board.
We might be inclined to look on this race
as some sort of joke, a strange anomaly that
could only happen in the frozen tundra of
Minnesota, but we'd be wrong. Ventura's
gospel of less government, less bureaucracy
and lower taxes is one
that has not been heard
much in Minnesota.
Ventura said at one point
that if he won, his goal
was that no one in
Minnesota would know
the government had existed during his term. This
victory shows us that less government and
less intervention is what the people really
seem to want. But much more importantly,
it shows that people in this country are
finally starting to warm up to the idea of a
third party.
Ventura's victory, coming on the same
night as independent Maine Gov. Angus
King's blowout reelection, might signal the
first break in the stranglehold of the two
major parties on the American democracy.
This country might at long last be in the
slow transition toward multiparty democracy and away from the current partisan
monopoly.
Coming in at number two is the
Wisconsin Senate race between incumbent
Democrat Russ Feingold and Republican
Mark Neumann. Feingold was co-author of
the much vaunted campaign finance reform

ave you seen the recent Nike commercials mocking the absence of the professional basketball season? Poor Spike
Lee has to jeer at Regina Miller instead of the
Pacer's shooting guard. Isn't this fantastic?
It is hard for me to fathom why these millionaires are asking for more money. The former collective bargaining agreement allowed
for ridiculous salary increases for the league's
more prominent personnel, but it crippled
the smaller market teams that were unable to
afford marquee names. The owners have
taken a stand to protect teams like the
Raptors and Mavericks that currently do not
have funds to keep the
money hungry draft picks
after three years of service.
My position is that
more than a few of the
players hiding behind the
Players Association's
union cloak do not deserve
the money they were
being paid under the old agreement. It seems
to me that more players concentrate more on
how much they are being paid per game then
on how productive they are as a team player
during the game. And the claim that veterans
are looking to secure the future of the
younger generation is preposterous.
The recent influx of draftees only shows a
deterioration of skills, not a need for financial
security. Two year college stars and four year
highschool lettermen seem to be under the
impression that a jump to the NBA and
financial dreams cannot wait for their skills
to be developed. For example, take Kobe
Bryant. No doubt the kid can jump and he
draws fans to the arena. But what about his
defense and shooting percentage? They don't
compare to that of his teammate Eddie Jones,
but because Bryant is an endorsement poster
boy, should he be paid more than say, Karl

Malone? I don't think so, but the perception
among NBA players is that if you draw attention, you should be paid accordingly.
My solution to the labor mess is instituting a rating system by position, where rating
equals pay. The NBA could use a formula to
decide who is worth what. Of course, there
will be a base salary by seniority. If you rate
in the top five of your position perenially,
then players will be paid accordingly, and
this will solve the owners' problems of overpaid, underproductive personnel.
It seems players forget that the only reason
why they are making millions is because
they play in the NBA and
we, the fans, pay to see them.
As for the claim that owners
have a monopoly on the
market, well they have to
pay the ridiculous $100 million dollars salaries of the
likes of Garnett, O'Neal and
Mourning. Scottie Pippen
has more rings then they will probably earn
combined, and only a few like Pippen should
be asking for raises. The point is that players
make a lot of money through endorsement
contracts. Why do they need more?
This owner imposed lockout is alienating
the fans and we are the ones who buy tickets
The owners, for the most part, are still rich,
and the players are still driving their expensive cars and smoking dope. As a basketball
enthusist, my only comfort is that college
basketball is back. I'd rather watch players
work hard, thinking more about winning
then about their next paycheck. Maybe this
year the national championship banner will
be hung in Cole Allen Fieldhouse.
Otis Taylor is a senior majoring
in English. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

bill that died in the Senate last year. Feingold
ran his race under the limits of the bill,
accepting no soft money. Neumann took all
the soft money he could — the GOP leadership, who wanted Feingold out of the Senate
more than perhaps any other Democrat but
Barbara Boxer, targeted his race. Polls in the
final weeks of the campaign routinely
showed Neumann ahead, and the race went
down to final day looking as if Neumann
would win. But Feingold pulled through.
Despite his smaller budget, lower reliance on
television advertising, and lack of
Democratic Party funds, Feingold won. It
seems the people are actually willing sit up and take
notice when a candidate
sticks his neck out for what
he believes in — surely a
positive development.
Number three belongs
to the New York Senate
race between incumbent
Republican Al D'Amato and Democrat
Chuck Schumer. Certainly there are plenty
of people glad to see D'Amato gdne, but
those who think Schumer will be radically
different are fooling themselves. This race is
important because of a little reported figure
that showed up in exit polls. Two-thirds of
those polled reported that they felt D'Amato
had simply been in office long enough.
Under ordinary circumstances these voters
would be rabidly supporting term limits.
Instead they actually went to the polls and
voted the man out of office themselves.
Democracy in action, folks this is the way
it is supposed to work. There is hope for us
yet.
Matthew Smith is a senior majoring in political science. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student upset over
new alcohol policy
While reading Bill Wooten's
mass e-mail on alcohol abuse, I
realized how out of touch with
reality these so-called experts are.
They cite two statistics which I
suppose are to convince us of the
rampant alcohol abuse on campus.
One statistic is that 43.8 percent of
Clemson students have gotten
drunk three times in the last
month. Forgive me if I don't fall
out of my chair in shock. Three
times in one month is less than
once a week. Is that a realistic
description of someone with a
problem? I don't think so.
Considering the number of social
events actively promoted by the
college, I think less than one night
of drinking a week is actually
showing remarkable restraint by
the average student.
The other statistic cited was
59.3 percent of Clemson students
drink to get drunk. Please inform
me of a reason to drink other than
to get drunk. The thought of
bathing to not get clean, and eating
to stay hungry seems ludicrous to
me, yet these experts expect us to

believe drinking to get drunk is a
sign of a problem. To me drinking
to not get drunk would indicate a
problem.
Its time for the faculty and socalled experts to take a realistic
look at the actual signs of problem
drinking. Maybe then we will
actually listen to what they have to
say. Until then we will continue to
look on their results with contempt while the people that have a
drinking problem go untreated.
Bob Martin

chemistry

Graduate Student
discusses editorial
On most Fridays, I look forward
to perusing through The Tiger,
reading with interest the latest editorials. And more than likely, I
almost feel urged to respond with
vigor to some columnist's opinions.
Thus, it is with some fervor that I
respond to Mr. Caston's column
that appeared on Oct. 23, entitled
"Racists and bigots bring disgrace
to our community."
Mr. Caston's editorial begins
with a query, wondering if univer-

sities are supposed to be bastions
of higher learning, then why are
"ignorant jackasses" running rampant through campuses? While the
question presents an interesting
bipolarization of the student population, I wonder if his adjectival
descriptions of certain students
only exacerbates the issue at hand:
tolerance.
Although I agree that society in
general, fails to embrace difference,
I hesitate to think that name-calling is an effective means to diffuse
tenuous situations. I agree wholeheartedly that to castigate people
based on the color of skin or sexual
preferences is fundamentally
wrong; however, to reduce the
punitive parties to names such as
"idiotic bigots," "imp-children," and
"low-life eggheads" serves to further the problems already at hand.
Furthermore, to ask the individuals who are taking aim at AfricanAmerican students to "egg [his]
car," can only result in violence, if,
indeed, it is violence for which Mr.
Caston asks.
Instead of calling to task these
individuals in an open display of
physical deftness, why not arrange
for an intellectual discussion? I
concede the fact that my solution

borders on pacifism, but I believe
that intellectual fortitude negates
any physical prowess concerning
matters of race and sexual preference. Perhaps as a judicial solution,
The Tiger could run a weekly com-

mentary section featuring opposing viewpoints on these types of
issues.
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provost alleged that the University
violated its own procedures in this
FROM PAGE 1
matter. The appeal reads,"... it must
ry and to prepare it for the 21st
be stated that Dr. Jacks' violation of
ed a five-year suspension. "One of the clear procedures of the Student
century."
FROM PAGE 1
Student body president Matt
our goals is to educate students Handbook were unintentional, and
Dunbar added, "When you conabout the expectations that the were due to her lack of knowledge
University has set forth," Smith of the detailed provisions of that
utility relocation. This plaza was sider that Dean Cox spent 30
said. "I thought this was a reason- document. The lack of knowledge,
built with pride by University years as Clemson's first vice presable sanction based on the informa- of course, is itself indicative of the
workers, it was also designed ident for student affairs and has
tion that was
University's
entirely by Barry Anderson, a
provided to me ____^^^_ __^^^^^_ cavalier attigraduate student at the
at the time and
tude toward the
University. Anderson tried to
the fraternity's "I thought this was a
procedures outmake sure that the plaza fit in "For more than 60 years,
probationary reasonable sanction based
lined in the
with the rest of the campus' Dean Cox has been a part
status." Sigma on the information that
Student
style, and the workers tried to of Clemson: as a student,
Alpha Epsilon
Handbook, and,
match the bricks and other
was provided to me at the
was on probamore generally,
aspects of it with other nearby coach, advisor, vice
president, president,
tion until 2001 time and the fraternity's
buildings.
of the students'
after a fight probationary status."
rights throughWhere once a cracked and friend, advocate and
incident last
out this case."
aged, practically useless parkambassador."
year.
"After going
ing lot stood, we can now find a
JOY SMITH
Since
the
this
heaven for relaxation and a
dean ofstudent life through
DAVID STALNAKER
recommended _^^_^^^^
and seeing how
place that will no longer be
executive assistant to President Curris
sanctions
the
judicial
looked upon as an eye sore by
included susprocess is hanmany students.
pension, the next step of the judi- dled, I think it is basically a circus.
"For more than 60 years,
cial process for Sigma Alpha They can railroad students in any
Dean Cox has been a part of helped so many individual stuEpsilon was an administrative direction they want. I hope some
Clemson: as a student, coach, dents over the years, he is the
hearing. The Dean of Student Life change can come about so that no
advisor, vice president, president, obvious choice to be the plaza's
Joy Smith, or her designee, was sup- one else has to go through this," said
friend, advocate and ambas- namesake. It's one of the busiest
posed to serve as hearing officer Robert Uva, SAE president.
sador," said David Stalnaker, places on campus, and now
according
to
the
Student
Uva felt that the proceedings
executive assistant to President when thousands of students
Handbook. Since she was listed as a were very one sided. He was interConstantine Curris. "The Cox walk through there every day,
potential witness, the Vice rupted several times by University
Plaza is just a small token of they'll be reminded of a man
President of Student Affairs officials.
appreciation for a man who has who epitomizes what love and
Amelda Jacks served as the hearing
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was
done so much to help to shape loyalty for Clemson are all
officer for this proceeding. Her rul- Clemson's first national fraternity.
Clemson during the 20th centu- about."
ing dropped the alcohol charges They have had their University
and imposed a three year suspen- housing spot for the last 28 years.
sion.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon alleges
•that University officials acted in a
prejudicial manner during the
administrative hearing. At the
beginning of the hearing, Alicia
Smith summarized the charges
against the students and her recommended sanctions, which included
removal from the fraternity's residential hall. She then warned the
students that there would be dire
consequences if they trashed the
fraternity hall in retaliation. Right
from the start, the hearing officer
and others present were given the
impression that the fraternity
might beinvolved in such conduct.
Smith explained that this warning
was just another part of her recommended sanctions, which she was
required to share with those at the
hearing.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon also
alleges that the University failed to
call all of the individuals on the
witness list during the administrative hearing. They claim that this
We are located on Pendleton Rd. past the National Guard Armory in Clemson
served to de-emphasis testimony
that supported their position. In
particular the witness list included
"CUPD officers," which indicates
that more than one officer would be
called. There were at least three
officers on the scene that night.
Only one officer was brought to
testify. His testimony directly and
credibly
contradicted
the
University's claims that there was
alcohol involved in the meeting in
question.
Later the hearing officer pointed
out that three members of the custodial staff, who had "no reason to
lie," contradicted the student's view
of events. However, the University
did not call the other police officers,
^VJK^§#S?C
which may have been three other
witnesses who supported the fraternity's claim. According to Smith,
the University requested all of the
police officers but the department
sent only one.
Organizations may appeal the
SURGEON (araALIWAMBfeQ^S^
decision found as a result of the
administrative hearing, according
to the Student Handbook. The vice
president of student affairs normally handles the appeal. But since
FREE
Jacks served as the hearing officer, it
With this coupon
would not make much sense for her
2 Ox. CotTee
,appuccn
One Gallor
to consider the appeal of her own
withgasoline
Gasoline
decision.
$2.(
The only other source of appeal,
Purchase of
Purchase <
according
to
the
Student
$5.00 or more
SI0.00 or m<
Handbook, would be to President
Curris, which would have cut out
an important level of appeal.
>n*es
coupon ex pi i
SAE's advisor for the judicial
coupon expires
process, Professor William Lasser,
li/30/
was able to make arrangements for
>/I998
—.«,
the provost to review this appeal.
The appeal SAE filed to the
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According to Kendra Worely
student senate president, the project, which began near the beginning of this semester, was finished within its budget. Due to
the fact that a generous portion
of the funds allocated for this
project came from the student
activities fee, it has been considered to be a gift from the classes
of 1997-1999. Worely explained
that each year $50,000 is taken
and put into a fund which is
dipped into for the purpose of
campus improvement, and
Worely feels that this is a fine
improvement.
"I think it looks wonderful,"
she said. "It's going to add a nice
spot on campus for students to
go to and relax."
Worely also added that
Aramark has plans to open a
type of snack booth on the
plaza. It will more then likely be
stacked with coffee and muffins
in the morning and brownies
and other drinks for the afternoon.
During the ceremony on
Friday, which was organized by
Stalnaker,
many
of
the
University's trustees and important officials will be on hand to
help in the dedication process.
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new equipment. Much of the equip► Thefour man team will
ment it is using now is slightly out
also be awarded a large
of date and has been used by other
schools. The Citadel gave it some
checkfrom the National
rifles when it purchased a new
Rifle Association.
bunch of guns, and its shooting
jackets and scopes were a gift from
BRANDON SMITH
news editor
Furman Universtiy.
Cummings is very pleased with
One of the University's lesser the notification from the NRA, who
known club sports, the Air Rifle judged the annual event.
Shooting Club, will be rewarded on
"To me that's what it's all about,"
Wednesday, Nov.
he said. "It's
great for these
25 in Fike for its
efforts in the last
kids to receive
awards
for
national colle- "It's great for these kids to
their
hard
giate competition
receive awards for their
work and dedin which it placed
hard
work and dedication." ication."
fifth out of over
Cummings
70 schools that
explained
competed nation
JOHN CUMMINGS
wide. The group
air rifle club advisor that the comwill be awarded ====== =^=^^^^= petition was
with both their
very
close.
national awards
The team was
and a check from the National Rifle only 19 points outside of fourth
Association, for the sum of $3,800.
place, and a mere 58 outside of first.
John Cummings, a biology pro- Though to most that sounds like a
fessor at the University, has headed lot, Cummings assured that the difthe group since its beginning in ference in the fifth and fourth place
1991 when it was finally recognized was the performance of one indiby the Student Senate for club sta- vidual. One member of the four
tus as well as funding. He said that shooter team had a slightly off day,
the money from the NRA will help while another had a personal best
finance the organization, and allow day.
them to purchase much needed
All of the four members from

the University that competed at the
event placed in the top 100 for the
nation, 16th, 18th, 27th and 56th.
This is out of an estimated 328 individuals from schools around the
country.
The competition was composed
of one event using Olympic rules as
the format. Each person stands at 10
meters from the target, aiming at a
1.5 millimeter bullseye, hidden
amidst a black center circle. These
targets are sent to the NRA for judging, and are scored strictly on accuracy.
The group's numbers have
grown since the beginning to
around 40 to 50 members now. Out
of this group Cummings selects the
members of a traveling squad
which range from 15 to 17 people.
The club is not a select one,
Cummings recalls having many
different people join, including a
few women from Yugoslavia, but
the majority is now Southern men
and engineers.
This marks the third time in the
club's history that it has been given
a nationally recognized award. Its
first came in the early portion of its
history with an award for most
improved shooting club, the next
was given to Cummings for being
voted the best club coach in the
country.

Manager warns of online threat
OTIS TAYLOR

staff writer
Steve Muhlfelder, general manager of the On Campus Bookstore,
addressed the Student Senators
Monday night to express concern
with recent happenings in the book
market. According to Muhlfelder,
an Internet provider by the name of
VarsityBooks.com is seeking to
place the University's undergraduate booklist on the web.
To get a copy of the list a fee
must be paid, but as of Monday
night, the University had not
received any payment from the
Internet provider. As a public
University, the book list must be
supplied for a fee.
Based in Washington, DC,
VarsityBooks.com has lists for about
five schools in that area, said
Muhlfelder. The company advertises 250,000 titles in stock.
Muhlfelder admitted that the
company's prices are cheaper than
that of the On Campus Bookstore,
but students will have to pay a five
dollar shipping fee. For instance, a
new physics book here will cost
$95, used $71.25. VarsityBooks only
offers new copies, but for the same
physics book their listed price is
$80. Muhlfelder noted the saving,
but added that on a campus where
used books are a factor, students
will not be saving much.
"Used books are still the best

ip

deal in town, you can't compare in
service," he said.
There is also the possibility that
an order placed could be lost or
wrong.
Students would not be able to
correct the problem until the shipment arrived. Then the student
would have to reship the order and
the process of waiting begins again.
"At the bookstore you can get to
the problem, but mail order you
don't get it until it comes,"
Muhlfelder said. "Here you can just
go to the bookstore and make an
exchange."
After Muhlfelder spoke, the
Senators asked a few questions and
then returned to their calendar and
committee reports.
The Environmental and Safety
Accessibility Committee reported
that it will be surveying the campus biweekly to check on lighting
problems. Any students with information on bulbs needing to be
replaced should contact a Senator.
Also, the committee will be
researching smoking policies at
peer institutions. The Housing
Committee announced that a new
residence hall will be erected on the
west side of campus. It will be modeled after McCabe and Holmes,
with suite style rooms.
Craig Story reported that the bid
to produce Student Government
prepaid calling cards was accepted.
The rate will be 9.9 cents per

JP^

800 Old Greenville Hwy.
Clemson, SC 29633

minute and all the parents of
undergraduate students will be
receiving information in the mail
during the Christmas season.
Senate President Kendra Worley
addressed the alcohol policy in her
report. Worley is working with
other student officials to see what
can be done about the stiffness in
the policy. She has scheduled meeting with Dr. Curris for his explanation of why the policy is being
instituted. The Senate will also be
looking into other universities that
have a similar policy.
On the legislation front, three
pieces were passed Monday night.
A resolution for a mail drop-box to
be added in the Bryan Mall area
passed by acclamation. Three students were approved for the
Student Activity Fee Review
Committee to ensure non-government students are active in decisions of how to spend money. After
much debating and amending, the
Senate amended rules 1-5 of the
Student Senate Handbook.
The area formerly known as the
Phantom Lot will be dedicated
today at 4:00 p.m. It will be named
the Walter T Cox Union Plaza.
Student Senate will reconvene
Monday, Nov 23, at 7 p.m. in the
Student Senate chambers. Political
science professor and WYFF analyst Charles Dunn will address the
Senate.
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Univeristy School of Nursing ends
evaluation, keeps accrediation
► The strength of
University graduates
helped the school to receive
afavorable review.
MACKIE ALL

staff writer

The Clemson School of Nursing
has just completed a site evaluation
for continuing accreditation of its
baccalaureate and master's programs from the National League for
Nursing Accrediting Commission.
"[Accreditation] is a professional peer review process where
your colleagues come to review
your program and give you feedback," said Barbara Logan, director of the School of Nursing at
Clemson.
"We are proud to say that the
three on-site program evaluators
have notified us of their recommendation that our programs receive
continuing accreditation for eight
years."
All nursing education programs

WEST

FROM PAGE

who desire official approval and
recognition by the NLNAC must
undergo a rigorous evaluation by
NLNAC-appointed outside evaluators for reaccreditation every eight
years.
The Clemson School of Nursing
has been accredited ever since it
began in 1972. Being accredited is
crucial, since many government
agencies require that the program
have this recommendation by the
NLNAC before they will give the
program their support.
The previous visit and reaccreditation occurred in 1991. With the
recent evaluation, the nursing
school's accreditation status continues uninterrupted.
If it should happen that a previously accredited school is not reaccredited, the NLNAC suggests
changes that could be made or
offers new guidelines.
However, Logan said this was
not likely to happen unless there
was a major flaw found in the program.
Prior to each accreditation

review, the nursing school must
first send in a self-study (a mail-in,
self-evaluation) of their program to
the NLNAC. Then, the NLNAC
sends 2-4 evaluators to have a look
for themselves. (Clemson was
reviewed by three evaluators due to
the fact that they offer undergraduate, baccalaureate, and master's
programs.)
Before they come, however, they
call to set up an appointment, and
the school is able to get themselves
prepared.
The Clemson School of Nursing
prepares a "document room" for the
evaluators: a room in which these
individuals can review manuals,
handbooks and undergraduate
announcements in the nursing
school. Also available for them are
minutes of meetings. The evaluators stay four days and spend a lot
of that time interviewing faculty
and students involved in the nursing school.
"Their mission while they're
here is to verify what's in the selfstudy and ask additional ques-

tions," Logan said. "Sometimes they
ask similar questions of different
groups of people just to see if
answers collaborate."
Logan went on to say that the
nursing school informs students
of the visit and encourage them to
participate in an interview session.
"We had a very good turnout
this year," she said. "The evaluators
noted how positively the undergraduate and graduate students
rated the quality of the faculty and
their respective nursing programs
at the school of nursing."
The NLNAC official notification
for Clemson is expected late
January 1999.
"We are especially proud of the
fact that the evaluators were especially impressed with the enthusiastic endorsement of our program
by our collaborating health agency
directors and representatives,"
Logan said. "Their endorsement
was based on the superior quality
of our nursing graduates."
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Come work for
The Tiger and
get paid.
The following positions are
available at The Tiger.
Ad production manager

The production manager
functions as the senior ad
production team member,
responsible for physically
creating any and all advertisements for The Tiger in a
timely manner. This person
is responsible for working
with advertisers and ad staff
members on any needed
matters. The production
manager is a graduate student position.
Advertising Representative

Advertising Representatives
are responsible for obtaining
and maintaining advertising
accounts for local and
regional businesses.

Call Jonathan at 656-2150
for more information.
No experience is necessary, however
graphics experience is preferred for
the ad production manager posittoa

1

he said.
It was stressed that the assistants' contracts will be honored,
though Robinson clarified that a
new coach will have the right -to
bring a staff.
"I'm very sad to see him leave,"
second year defense lineman Jason
Holloman said. "To me he's more
than a coach, he's like a father figure away from home."
Many of his players reflected he
was the kind of coach they could
come to if they had a problem.
"The fan's7 aren't in the locker
room. His1 "motto is 'playing like
Clemson.' A lot of people don't
know what that means," he said.
"When things get hard, he's always
there by your side, like a real coach
should be. Sure this might be
Clemson's worst record, but he was
there every time we needed him."
He went on to explain that him
staying to coach Saturday's game
proves his loyalty.
West was hired in 1993 after one
year at Division I-AA UTChattanooga, where his team went
4-7.
"I don't know if I was ready
when I got this job," West said in a
teleconference around 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday. "I don't know if you
ever know when you're ready. But I
know I'm a better coach after five
years."
West goes into the season-ending game against South Carolina
with a 30-28 overall record. After
winning his debut against
Kentucky in the 1993 Peach Bowl,
West went 5-6 in his first full season
as the Tigers' head coach.
He then took the program to
three straight bowl games before
this season. West said he was told
his team's 2-8 record this year cost
him his job.
"Our administration has made a
decision and as far as I know, it is off
this one seaon," West said, who
added that it was more of a business decision. "If we didn't win
enough games this year, then that's
the case.
West's firing comes despite
Robinson's insistence that no decision would be made until the evaluation of the program at the end of
the year. Robinson refused comment on the timing and West
deferred all questions on the timing
of the decision to Robinson.
"I was discouraged that they did
it before the last game of the season," said Erin Donovan, president
of Central Spirit.

Do they
all
lead to
the
place?
Some people say the world's religions represent many roads,
all leading to the same God. Do they? For a free, easy-to^
understand article describing Hinduism, Islam, Buddhism,
Christianity, and New Age.. .and how to connect with the
Divine.. .call or email us. Just ask for the article,"Connecting
with the Divine."

escmail@ccci.org
http://religions.everystudent.com
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De al Buck?
when ijo u c a?h
in your \,o oks!
i»-

Saturday, December 5 through
Saturday, December 12
12-5 from 11 AM to 4 PM
12-6 from 12 PM to 5 PM
12-7 through 12-10 7:30 AM to 6 PM
12-11 7:30 AM to 5 PM
12-12 8 AM to 4 PM

Cash back for your books—fust In time for the holidays! Plus, get
a special $5.00 Deal Bucks coupon, good toward any purchase
of $25,00 or more in your bookstore.** So stop in and saveespecially on Holiday AT&T PrePaid Cards, the perfect gift
for everyone on your list Buy any 60-minute card or higher,
get a 10-minute card free! $5.00 Deal Bucks and free 10-mtnute

Visit our traitors at the East Campus Store,
across from Bracket! Hall.
Monday through Friday 10 AM to 4 PM.

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
AT&T
*While supplies I

HPM.TY

AT&T P-ePsiid Gutf*.

tifUNH

CAMPUS
NOVEMBER
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HELPWANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CENTRAL STATION CAFE. Come join
our team. Experienced cooks and
waitstaff wanted. Saturday and
Holidays off. Apply in person: 234
West Mainstreet, Central.
1999 INTERNSHIPS! Attention
Undergraduate business students,
build your resume while gaining
marketing and management experience. Now interviewing on campus for managers across Virginia,
North and South Carolina for summer of 1999. Average earnings
last summer $7,000. Call Tuition
Painters at (800) 393-4521 or
email at tuipaint@bellsouth.net.
Hiring: waitstaff team members
with experience in fine dining. Call
944-2151. 10am-4pm Tues-Fri.
Wendy's. We are now hiring crew
and shift leaders to join our winning team. We offer excellent pay,
flexible hours, room for growth and
health insurance. If you would like
to work in a fun, fast paced environment, please apply at 1048
Tiger Blvd. in Clemson or 965 Hwy
123 By-Pass in Seneca.
Part time help: male $5-$6 hour.
Clemson area. Call: Kevin 654-

SHUTTLE SERVICE. Greenville,
Spartanburg. $35 plus $10 ea.
extra person. Atlanta, Charlotte,
Columbia $75 plus $15 ea. extra
person. Call for reservations 6466061 or 646-8173 personal.
VAN TRANSPORTATION. Parties
and group activities. Call for reservations. 646-6061 or 646-8173
personal.
AUTOGRAPHS AND MEMORBHILIA OF FAMOUS PEOPLE in all
walks of life from Presidents to
Movies to Sports, ETC. BUYING
AND SELLING. Over 3,000 Framed
Items, email autograf@frontiernet.net or call 914-783-6688.
Want to go to the FINAL FOUR FOR
FREE? Play Wall Street Sports college hoops edition at http://collegehoops.wallstreetsports.com
and WIN a trip to the FINAL FOUR!!
It's FREE!!

0099.
NEED EXTRA MONEY? COME
WORK FOR THE TIGER NEWSPAPER
as
an
Advertising
Representative. Flexible hours
and a great opportunity to get
experience in the Advertising
field. No experience necessary
and must have a car. Please contact Gina at 656-2167, jobs available immediately!!! Great for
someone majoring in Advertising!

^kr

r j

FORRENT ""
House 3 BR, 1.5 Bath. ClemsonCentral area. Washer/Dryer, carport. Avail Jan 1. $700/mo. Call:
Denise 654-0099.
Roommate needed to share
3BR/1 Bath house. Share house
w// one female grad student. Nonsmoker only. Must love cats and
dogs! $250 month =1/2 utilities.
Male or female okay. Available
immediately! Call 653-9492 and
leave message.
UNIVERSITY RIDGE CONDO 2 AND
3 BR FACING TILLMAN HALL. 1 BA
PER BR. FURNISHED W/ WASHER/DRYER. (864)246-9998.

.,<■**>/..* _4_

AVAILABLE-JANUARY 1ST-R0SEHILL TOWNHOUSE. 4 bedrooms-4
roommates needed-$260 a month
each. $1000 DEPOSIT will
reserve CALL 888.624.6326.
STUDIO 1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS;
LEASING BY SEMeSTER OR YEAR
AT MODERATE RENTS IN CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPE-'
CIAL LEASES! CLEAN, MODERN,
QUIET & PRIVATE. CALL DON (OLD
MAN) FELDMAN 654-5483.
Spring Sublease in Tillman Place
Apartments. 1-2 people needed,
$230 rent + 1/4 utilities, fully furnished, next to the pool. Call 653-

3145.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 2
BR TOWNHOUSE OFF-CAMPUS.
$200/M0 + UTILITIES. CALL 6536929. AVAILABLE MID-DECEMBER.

F0RS4LE ~
1996 Suzuki motorcycle model
Kantana 600. Less than 800
miles, brand new. Includes 2 helmet and cover. Call 231-7507.
'91 Ford Thunderbird, Excellent
Condition,
Loaded,
Tinted
Windows. $2800. 287-9547.
1992 Ford Explorer 4 WD. 99K
Tow package. $7300. Tim FenlonRedfern-656-3565.
FOR SALE: Canon Rebel w/ 3560
lens. Also, Cannon 100-300 telephoto lens, F/4.5-5.6. Everything
Included $400. Adam 654-0946.

TRAVEL
Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6
small businesses in the US recognized by the Council of Better
Business Bureaus for outstanding
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ethics in the marketplace! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6 Days
$279! Includes Most Meals!
Awesome
Beaches,
Nightlife!
Departs from Florida! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
Early
Specials!
Cancun
&
Jamaica! 7 Nights Air & Hotel
From $399! Includes Free Food,
Drinks, Parties! springbreaktrav-

el.com 1-800-678-6386.
Early Specials! Panama City!
Room With
Kitchen $129!
Includes 7 Free Parties! Daytona
$149! New Hotspot-South Beach
$129! Cocoa Beach $149!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800678-6386.

yimmm\>
cancun-Jattiaica-Bahawjas

OT 5% nsn

Florida, South Padre. Travel Free
and make lots of Cash! Top reps
are offered full-time staff jobs.
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call now
for details! www.classtravel.com
800/838-6411.
SPRING
BREAK-PLAN
NOW!
Cancun, Jamaica, Mazatlan, & S.
Padre. Early bird savings until Oct.
31st. America's best prices &
packages. Campus sales reps
wanted. Earn free trips + cash.
1.800.SURFS.UP. www.studentexpress.com.
#1 Endless Summer Tours is now
hiring motivated individuals to promote America's best Spring Break
vacations. Highest commissions &
free sales kit! Sell trips, earn
cash, go free! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com.
#1 Spring Break Specials! Book
Early & Receive a Free Meal Plan!!!
Cancun
&
Jamaica
$399,
Bahamas $459, Panama City
$99. 1-800-234-7007. www.endlesssumertours.com.

Bahamas from $459! Florida from
$129! Travel for FREE!! Campus
Reps Wanted! Call USA SPRING
BREAK at 1-800-799-8445 or 1800-777-4642. Space is limited,
so call today!

DISCOVER CARD

SPRING
BREAK!
Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6
small businesses in the US in 1998
to be recognized for outstanding
ethics by Council of Better Business
Bureaus!
*

Bahamas Party

Cruise

$279

5 Days - Most Meals - Free Parties - Includes Taxe*

Cancun

$399

7 Nights -Air + Hotel - Free FoodS. 30 Hours of Drink?*)

\ BREAK

Jamaica

«
South Padre
v Cancun Jamaica
* Key West PanamaCityJ
«** 9w

,% r" ■

\
i)

CAMPUS REPS - SIGN UP ONLINE !

18002347007

fc-RBMaalP'anlSPICMlY)
Group Discounts lor 6 or more!

Florida

1800-838-8203
\
'www. lelsurBiourt.com '

$119

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL

• Our 12th Year! •

_*_ *. v<S.
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Interfraternity Council: FarmHouse 3.14
National Panhellenic Council: Sigma Gamma Rho 3.44
Panhellenic Council: Zeta Tau Alpha 3.35

To the following Greek Life Award of Excellence winners:
Programming Excellence - Academics

Programming Excellence - Sisterhood

Applicants were selected based on programs that were used to
encourage and give members resources to be
successful academically.

Applicants were selected based on activities that promoted unity among
chapter members in order to improve the operations of the group.

Alpha Delta PI

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Lambda Chi Alpha
Service Excellence

Leadership Excellence

Applicants were selected based on service efforts that relflected a
consistent amount of time, finances, and/or other organizational
resources given to benefit a person, group or charatible organization.

Applicants were selected based on dedication to training and
development of chapter members in addition to a group effort by the
organization to support other campus and community activities.

Delta Gamma
Delta Sigma Theta
Lambda Chi Alpha

Alpha Delta Pi
Delta Sigma Theta
Kappa Sigma

THANK YOU to all of the award applicants: Alpha Delta Pi, Beta Theta Pi, Delta Delta Delta, Delta Gamma, Delta Sigma Theta,
Kappa Alpha Psi, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa Sigma, & Lambda Chi Alpha.
PAID FOR BY THE STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE
■
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1-800-678-6386

SPRING BREAK '99!!
BEST
PRICES
GUARANTEED!!
Cancun/Jamaica from
$399!

.**> ***** **>*.

#

Panama City, Daytona, South Beach & Cocoa Beach

J
,

www.endIesssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK 99! Cancun,
Nassau,
Jamaica,
Mazatlan,
Acapulco,
Bahamas
Cruise,

$439

7 Nights- Air + Hotel - Save $150 on Food & Drinks

\

To the following Greek organizations with the
Highest Chapter GPA (Spring 1998) in their respective councils:

*- *
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the spark the Tigers needed on
offense.
"I felt bad because I thought I
might have hurt the team," said
Bower, "but I wasn't too worried
. because we have a lot of talent on
this team."
The rest of the match featured
many offensive chances, as the Blue
• Devils were forced to try to create
some offense. But the Clemson
defensive would not budge.
I'm thrilled with our play in this
♦tournament," said Adair. "We've
been very much performance
based this year rather than result
oriented. Today we executed our
*game plan ana our defense took a
lot away from them today." The
team still has one preseason goal it
has yet to accomplish—winning a
national championship.
"The one thing about these players is...there's a distinct tone in their
, voice that we haven't accomplished
all of our goals," said Adair. "Now

the team has got to step forward
and accept the challenge and
responsibility of that number one
seed and be able to compete for a
national championship."
The road begins Sunday at 2
p.m. when Clemosn takes on
Lafayette at Riggs Field. As the
number one seedi the Tigers will
host all tournament games (provided they win) until the Final Four in
Richmond, VA. from December 1113. The highest seed Clemson may
face before the Final Four is number eight seed Indiana, while number three seed Duke is a possible
opponent if the Tigers make it to
the* Final Four. Including second
seed Virginia, the ACC has the top
three seas in the tournament.
"I'm happy with our bracket,"
said Adair. 'Just as long as we're at
Riggs, I think we'll be able to put on
a good show"
Clemson is 6-1 against teams in
the tournament.
"We have experience against
good teams and we hope we can
carry that experience into each
game," said Adair.

% Earn extra cash during your holiday break.

HOLIDAY EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
The HoneyBaked Ham* Company has stores located in
Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee & Utah
PLEASE CHECK THE WHITE PAGES FOR THE
STORE NEAREST YOU.

OUR TEAM MEMBERS ENJOY
• Flexible Hours • Energetic, Friendly Work Environment
• Associate discount on all HoneyBaked Products
The Taco Bell in Clemson is
now hiring for the following positions
• Shift Management
• Day time Crew positions
• Evening crew positions
• Evening closers- $5.75 hr (limited time)
enjoy a flexible work schedule and
a great work environment. We offer excellent
competitive wages, and benefits for
the shift management positions.
Come by 1057 Tiger Blvd. for an application,
or call 654-7746 to schedule an interview.

RIVAL
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Clemson scores on the next play."
The fan proved prophetic when
Phil Prince broke through the
Carolina line, blocked a punt, and
the Tigers recovered in the end
zone for a touchdown to secure a
13-7 win and stay perfect.
Over a decade later the Tigers
continued to dominate the rivalry
and shut out Carolina for two
straight games during 1954 and
1955. Legendary Coach Frank
Howard predicted a third straight
shutout in 1956, which irritated
Gamecock coach Warren Giese.
Giese grew tired of Howard's
shenanigans and commented,
"Only God and Frank Howard
knows what happens to IPTAY
funds."
Howard, who didn't care for
what he said or when he said it,
responded. "That man should
know as much about IPTAY as he
does about crossing our goal line,
because he hasn't crossed it yet."
Howard even made the auda- •
cicus statement that, "the fist time
that young fellow scores against us
in a ball game I'll tip my hat to
him."
After two missed extra points
the teams went to the locker room
tied 6-6.
Giese, who is now a state senator in Columbia, gave an inspired

speech at the half and the
Gamecocks stormed out of the
locker room to put 20 points on
the scoreboard in the second half
and win 26-6. Coach Howard joked
after the game that his head got an
awful sunburn before the day was
over because he was docking his
hat each time the Gamecocks
scored
Perhaps the most exciting game
in the rivalry was the 1977 contest
in Columbia. The Tigers jumped
out to a 24-7 lead before Carolina
stormed back to take a 27-24
advantage with less than two minutes to play. Former Tiger quarterback and Ring of Honor Inductee
Steve Fuller got into huddle and
told his teammates, "Alright boys,
we're going down the field."
Fuller completed two thirdand-long passes and finally connected with Jerry Butler for a
touchdown catch with a few seconds remaining. Butler's reception,
which has been immortalized in
Clemson lore as "The Catch" provided the winning margin in the
Tigers 31-27 victory. Four years
later the Tigers pounded the
Gamecocks 29-13 during their run
to the Orange Bowl and the national championship.
The game had to be suspended
following the Clemson's first score
after fans pelted the field with
oranges. In 1980 the Tigers were
also victorious as the defense kept
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Heisman trophy winner George
Rogers out of the end zone in a 276 victory over the 14th ranked
Gamecocks.
Even though this season will
feature two struggling team, the
contest usually features at least
one team in the AP top 25 poll.
This season is only the fourth time
in the last 13 years that one team
has not been in the top 25. The
most exciting game in that stretch
likely occurred in 1987 when the
12th ranked Gamecocks defeated
the eigth ranked Tigers 20-7 in
Columbia.
Any story about the rivalry
between the two school would be
amiss if it did not discuss the
Sigma Nu fraternity prank in 1961.
The organization borrowed orange
uniforms from Orangeburg
Wilkerson High School in
Orangeburg and entered the field
moonlighting as the Clemson
team.
The Tiger faithful realized they
were the victims of a hoax when
the fraternity started fooling
around during mock warm ups
and the fans grew enraged and
flooded the field. The Gamecocks
fans joined in the ruckus and the
brawl delayed the start of the
game.
Despite both schools' bad seasons, one will write its own chapter in the Clemson-Carolina story
on Saturday. Kickoff is at 6:30 p.m.

r Judge Keller's Store 1
A favorite for 99 years!
Jansport .
Bookbags

Champion
Ts&

Sweats

.

Woolrich
Sportswear

367 College Ave. 654-6446
TACO
DEUL
EEOE

A+Rents - Composite

MAKE THE GRADE with...

MRENTS
YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

• Washers & Dryers
• Camcorders
• Computers ^p^gff
• Stereos
r"l
• Pagers
• VCRs
• Beds
• TVs
Now OFFERING—

Monthly "" Short Term ^ Student
Rates
^
Rates ^ Rates.

Bi-Lo Plaza, Pendleton
646-5705 or (800) 579-3702
Mon-Fri 9-6 • Sat 10-5 • Closed Tuesday

11

Sofas
Cocktail & End Tables
from $69.00
from $19.00
Loveseats
from $99.00
19" Color Televisions
from $129.00
Living Room Chairs
from $59.00

T7T

Get some real furniture! Those cinder blocks, milk crates,
■wire spool tables and hand-me-down sofas aren't cutting it.
At the Aaron Rents Clearance Center you can get previously
leased furniture, appliances, electronics and bedding in
great condition—at unheard of prices!

You save because we rented it first.

I o |

Aaron &sFurniture"

10%

Any Clearance
Center Purchase
May not be used with any other coupon.

Aaron £f*us Furniture'
I

I

146 West Phillips Rd.
Greer, SC 29210
(864) 968-0810
Monday-Friday 9 to 6
Saturday 9 to 5

o
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Stetson stifled by Tiger defense
► Positive reinforcement
proves to be a game winner
for men's basketball.
.

•

•

,

•

•

•

•
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Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor

Clemson's 66-39 victory over
Stetson on Monday was a study in
contrasts. Jekyll vs. Hyde, night vs.
day or however you want to
describe it, the Tigers pulled away
after a close first half after a positive half time pep talk.
"I thought we had absolutely
played terrible," said Harold
Jamison of the first half.
But Tiger head man Larry
Shyatt saw it differently.
"I liked a lot of things in the first
half and I told them that," he said. "I
like the fact that people are struggling to score 25 points against us,
and I like to see some positives as
often as I can. I complimented them
and told them I am extremely
proud of the way they competed."
"At halftime he [Shyatt] said we
might think he's crazy, but he really
dwelled on the positive things. I
was a little surprised" said Jamison,
who added that former head coach
Rick Barnes would have been more
inclined to focus on the 10 offensive
rebounds Stetson collected in the
first half or other weak points. "I
thought there were more negative
things that we were doing in the
firsthalf."
Indeed, it was a rough early
going for the Tigers. Stetson's
defense set the tone early by playing
a 1-3 combination defense, in
which one man guarded the
perimeter while the other three
stayed down low in an attempt to
neutralize Clemson's size advan-
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tage. Stetson's other defender shadowed Terrell Mclntyre all over the
court.
Offensively, the Hatters played
scrappy and refused to back down.
In one exchange in the first half,
Stetson's Steve Hoffert tossed aside
Mclntrye to get an offensive
rebound and another Stetson player
toppled over Johnny Miller in an
effort to get a loose ball. No fouls
were called.
The strategy worked, as Stetson
led 17-9 with 7:46 left in the first
half. The Tigers managed to grab a
23-22 halftime lead, but the team
was out of its offensive rhythm.
"We knew we had to play some
compensatory defense and make
some type of adjustments to them
and it certainly proved successful
for the first 20 minutes," said
Stetson Head Coach Murray
Arnold.
After the consoling speech by
Shyatt, the Tigers stormed out of
the gates in the second half. The
team scored on its first eight possessions and went on a 17-0 run during
a 6:33 span early in the half.
The run was highlighted by
back-to-back three pointers from
Mclntyre and Miller and a monster
jam by Vince Whitt on a fastbreak.
The only constant in the game
was the Tiger defense, which held
Stetson to just 23 percent shooting
and 17 points in the second half.
"There's no question they dominated us defensively" said Arnold.
Clemson got the win despite
struggling again from the free
throw line, which was a recurring
theme last season. The team missed
its first nine free throw attempts
and finished the game shooting
46.4 percent.

"We put them on the line for 28
free throws and actually that was
below what we should have," said
Arnold. "That's a vulnerability
obviously that people are going to
do to them and I* think that's happened the last couple of years."
"We've talked so much about
free throw shooting," said Shyatt.
"The only thing I know to do is find
as many positives as possible and
not belabor the negative issue."
Jamison, who went 1-9 from the
line, said the team's history with
free throws has not turned into any
kind of mental demon. "I honestly
believe that we are going to knock
down free throws," Jamison said.
Mclntyre scored 13 of his 15
points in the second half to lead the
team. Miller added 13 points and
Jamison chipped' in with seven
points and 11 rebounds.
The Tigers are now 2-0 on the
year and are ranked 24th in the latest Assosiated Press poll.
"I hope it's something positive
not only for them but also our student body and the University," said
Shyatt of his team's ranking. "It's a
signal that maybe we are a good
ball club, but it doesn't have the
same resonance after three weeks
that it would after three months."
The team will travel next to the
Maui Invitational and take on
Michigan in the first round. The
Tigers are guaranteed three games
and they will take on either
Syracuse or host Chaminade in the
second round. Other teams in the
tournament include Indiana, Utah,
Arizona State and Kansas State.
ESPN will broadcast some tournament action, but the ClemsonMichigan game will not be televised.
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Greg Buckner looks
for more game time
► National Basketball
Association hassles lead a
Clemson athlete to CBA.
Louis GARMENDIA
sports editor

The NBA's lockout that has so
far prevented the start of the
league's season has had a real
effect on many players, including
former Tiger Greg Buckner.
Buckner, the 52nd pick by the
Dallas Mavericks in the NBA's
draft last spring, made the decision to play in the Continental
Basketball Assosiation to stay in
shape in case the NBA season ever
starts. But just because the CBA
does not have the same big players
as the NBA does not mean it is a
cakewalk.
"It's tough," Buckner said before
his team, Grand Rapids, played
their third game Wednesday
night. "We are losing and I am just
trying to find a way to get some
minutes and help the team out."
Buckner ended his Clemson
career last season as the school's
all-time leader in consecutive
games started. He had his jersey
retired before his final home
game.
But Buckner, who never shies
from telling it like it is, is dissastisfied with both his team's 0-2 start
and his lack of playing time early
in the season.
"I thought I'd come in here and
have a chance to play" Buckner
said. "I heard that the CBA has
something against rookies and

now I'm starting to believe it."
Buckner is now considering
going to play in Europe like many
of his fellow NBA draftees.
Buckner's agent, Steve Coughlan,
has been talking to teams in Spain
and Italy.
Buckner has had a busy time
since playing his last Clemson
game.
He went to pre-draft camps
after the college season and continued to play in different NBA
pickup leagues this summer.
Buckner has spent time in
Clemson, Atlanta, Washington
DC, New York City, Los Angeles
and played exhibition games in
Lebanon, Israel and London,
England in September.
The current bargaining agreement in the NBA would translate
into a one year contract for
Buckner at the league minimum
salary if the season were underway.
Buckner has heard from NBA
players that the new agreement
reached may translate into an
increase in salary for second
round draftees.
"They aren't letting agents get
involved, so I really don't know"
Buckner said.
Buckner would go straight
from the CBA to the NBA if an
agreement was reached between
the players and the owners and an
abbreviated season would begin.
If he goes to Europe, however, he
would play the entire year and
then rejoin the Mavericks during
the summer.
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It's all about the Benjamins
that pushed for his hiring also
Lest we forget, Wednesday's
firing of Tommy West
pushed for his removal. They
reminded us of the bottom
wanted one of Danny Ford's
line in college football—it's all
boys, and that's what they got.
about the Benjamins.
Now, those same people will
West was fired for "simply not
probably be pushing for Danny
meeting expectations in the win- Ford himself to return to
loss column" and all of the ecoClemson.
nomic repercussions of this failPersonally, I did not want
ure according to Bobby
Tommy West as a coach. I felt
Robinson.
Ken Hatfield did the job he was
Even West knew that "it was a supposed to do and then got run
business decision." Attendance
out of town because he didn't fit
has dwindled this season, and
in. I didn't think a Division I-AA
the attendance numbers reported coach could come in and do half
were always
of what
those who
Hatfield did.
paid for tickets,
But I was
not those who
wrong.
Whether
attend the
Louis Garmendia
you like him
game.
sports editor
In order to
as a coach or
not, Tommy
keep fundraising at a high
West is one of
S£S^
the most
level and to
decent human
put the fans
back in the stands, Robinson felt
beings you could ever meet. He
it was necessary to make a
stuck to his guns and always
meant what he said. He reiteratchange.
Those who pushed for West's
ed during the year that he would
firing undoubtedly base there
not quit on his football team.
When Robinson asked him to
feelings on a "lack of success" by
the program, even though West
resign, he said no.
took Clemson to three straight
For his belief in principles—
bowl games.
"integrity is more important than
They would point out that
any career"—and his honesty and
after five years it appears the pro- ability to admit mistakes,
gram has come full circle and
Tommy West should be admired.
that 7-4 or 8-3 was as good as it
You won't find too many coaches
could get under West.
or players who will tell the whole
But ironically, the same people world that clock mismanage-

COACH TOMMY WEST ON:
why he was fired:

ment that cost their team a
chance to win was their fault
I am grateful for Danny Ford
and his tenure at Clemson, but
re-hiring him would be the
biggest mistake the program
could make. It would add to the
national perception that
Clemson fans live in the past and
that we are going backwards.
Unfortunately, in this bottomline world, Ford may be a candidate because he would increase
both attendance and IPTAY contributions.
It is unfortunate that college
football has become more business than sport. If the sole reason
for West's firing is because of one
bad season, there is something
wrong.
A scary trend is developing in
society. Look at Terry Bowden.
Here's a guy that goes undefeated
in his first 20 games in the SEC,
arguably the toughest football
conference in the nation, wins
the SEC West Division Title last
year, and gets told he won't be<
back after one bad year.
I guess sports is mirroring
society where anything short of
first place means you are a loser.
This year's Clemson squad may
have put in the most effort here
in a long time, but, unfortunately,
no one seems to care.
Louis Garmendia is a junior majoring in management. E-mail comments: sports@tiger.clemson.edu
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Our administration has made a decision and as far as 1 know, it is off this one
seaon. If we didn't win enough games this year, then that's the case. I'm dissapointed because I would have liked to have the chance to coach this team next year.

his stint at Clemson:
We've done things the right way with class and dignity and integrity. I'm
proud of a lot of things we accomplished this year. I'm dissa pointed we didn't win
more games.

the players' reaction:
LU

They were in shock. What effect its going to have on them, I don't know. We've
been through all the articles this year and a lot of adversity and a lot of talk, and
so far our team has done well to keep their focus.

Bobby Robinson's decision:
1 really don't know exactly when the decision was made. I was really surprised. It really kind of caught me off guard. 1 didn't want our players to read that
we didn't expect them to be good.

advice to the next coach:
Don't have a losing season. No, I'm still a fan of Clemson and always will be.
There's a lot of special people around here and there have been a lot who have
supported us through a tough year and I appreciate them for that.

what a victory on Saturday would mean:
O

Anytime we beat USC it's special and I guess now it would have a little more
meaning to it.
_^
__

PLAYERS SPEAK
senior linebacker Chris Jones:
LU

I love Coach West to death and I hate to see him go. He's a good coach. He
deserved at least one more year because he's taken us to a bowl game three years'
in a row. We lost a whole lotta people last year and you can not expect young guys
to step into starting roles and win the national championship. He's graduated
more seniors than anybody who has ever been here. We are going to dedicate this <
game to Coach West and the coaching staff. We have some great coaches here.

sophomore lineman Jason Holloman:
I'm very sad to see him leave. To me he's more than a coach, he's like a father
figure away from home. The fans are not in the locker room. His moto is 'play like
Clemson'. A lot of people don't know what that means. When things get hard he's
always there by our side, like a real coach should be. Sure this might be Clemson's
worst record but he was there when we really needed him.

cares

17,000 students x

20,1998*

- $ 100,000 in aid

What part will you play
Look for on-campus collection
locations on Monday and Tuesday
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. Soccer team shuts out \&ndy Lady Tigers stomp
UNC-Asheville,
Ole Miss, Furman

► Lady Tigers shut out
* Vanderbilt Commodores in
round one of NCAA action.
BRIAN PEARCE

staff writer

The road to an NCAA championship started Sunday afternoon at
historic Riggs Field for-the women's
soccer team with a 2-0 victory over
the Vanderbilt Commodores.
The Lady Tigers completely outclassed the Vanderbilt team on
their way to advancing to the third
round of the women's NCAA soccer
tournament.
Vanderbilt Head Coach Ken
McDonald acknowledged the Lady
Tigers' dominance in the match.
"I give credit to Clemson as they
were the dominant side today" he
said. "They came at us after the first
whistle and kept up the pressure
even after they scored."
The Lady Tigers started the
attack from the get-go, firing shots
early and often at the Vanderbilt
goal. The team had eight shots on
the Vanderbilt goal in the first half
and ended the game with 12 shots
while seemingly toying around
with the Commodores the entire
game.
The offensive effort of the Tigers
was brought about by outstanding
team speed. Clemson Head Coach
Tracey Leone commented, "Our
team speed is excellent. It is very
advantageous for us and helped us
a lot today""
Hustle, not speed, led to the
Lady Tigers' first score as Beth
Keller played a ball over the
Vanderbilt defense to forward
Jenny Crawford. Crawford fought
off a Vanderbilt defender who was
holding her and was able to fire a
shot over the Vanderbilt goalie to
Eut the Lady Tigers on the scoreoard.
"I got a great ball from Beth
Keller," Crawford said. "I was just
there to do what I had to do."
"We have told Jenny [Crawford]
all season she is going to score a big
goal for us," said Leone. Crawford
dominated the center of the attack
by scoring her goal and also adding
an assist on the Lady Tigers' second
goal.

► Big defensive effort by
Lady Tigers held UNCAsheviue to only 26points.

QUVEN NGUYEN/ .1 il I

TOUGH ON TURF: Lady Tiger Alison Burpee tries a move on the outside of
an unsuspecting Vanderbilt player.
The second goal was scored
midway through the first half
when a Sheri Bueter cross was
bounced around in the penalty box
until Lady Tiger midfielder Sara
Burkett drilled a shot into the back
of the net.
"I happened to be at the right
place at the right time," said a humble Burkett.
The Lady Tiger defense was like
a brick wall for the Vanderbilt
offense. Vanderbilt was only able to
put four shots on Clemson's goal
the entire game.
Clemson goalie Katie Carson
was not even forced to make a save.
The only true scoring chance for
Vanderbilt came late in the second
half when a defensive lapse
allowed a Vanderbilt forward to get
open but her shot hit off the crossbar and the Lady Tigers preserved
the shutout. This shot was
Vanderbilt's only shot in the second

half.
Clemson seems to be hitting its
late season stride, as they did last
year when they made the final
eight of the NCAA tournament.
The Lady Tigers have been on a roll
despite their loss to number one
ranked North Carolina in the finals
of the ACC tournament.
"Right now our team can play a
lot of ways," said Leone. "We are
starting to get on a roll like last year
but even more sosbecause we are
playing better then last year."
Burkett agreed. "Teams are chasing us around now," she said. "That
is something that has changed as
we have gotten better from over the
years."
The Lady Tigers next match
will be against the seventh-seeded
Penn State Nittany Lions from the
Big 10 Conference. Penn State was
victorious in their last match up
against the Indiana Hoosiers.

tone."
Clemson's defense held Hill to
just three points, all of them coming in the first half.
"I was just very pleased with the
RYAN LAWRENCE
defensive effort," Davis said. "i*~
senior staff writer
both halves."
On Saturday night, the Lady
The Lady Tigers began their
Tigers tipped off their season and scoring barrage early in the contest,
displayed one of the best defensive as they jumped out to a 6-0 lead.
performances in the history of After just four minutes of play,
Littlejohn Coliseum.
Clemson went on a 9-0 run to up a
Clemson
8-5 lead to a
held UNC17-5 advanAsheville to
tage.
just two secFor the
ond
half
next
10
field goals
minutes,
in a comAsheville
manding
managed
93-26 victoonly four
ry.
points and
"The
the
Lady
coaches
Tigers took
issued
a
control of
challenge to
the game.
the players
With just
at the half,"
over
five
Coach
minutes to
Davis
play in the
explained
half,
after
the
Clemson
game. "We
had a comwanted to
manding
hold them
32-9 lead.
to 35 points
The
or less for
Lady Tigers
the
ball
went into
the locker
game and
our team
room with a
took it pret43-16 lead
ty seriousand never
1 ookt'd
iy"
The
back.
Monday,
Lady Tigers
came out of
the
Lady
the locker
Tigers travroom after
eled to play
the half and
Mississippi.
They
put
an
already lopdefeated the
sided game
Lady Rebels
out of reach.
76-54.
Nikki
Davis'
squad lived
Blassing a m e
up to the LOCKED UP: Natasha Anderson draws a
scored 16
challenge foul from Tynisha King Saturday night.
points and
the coaches
issued and outscored Asheville 50- had nine rebounds in leading the
10 in the second half.
Tigers to the win.
Amy Geren also had 14 points,
As the game neared. to a close,
Davis was able to rest his starters. eight rebounds, and seven assists.
But Itoro Umoh and the rest of the She also had eight rebounds and
players did admit to scoreboard was 4-10 from the three point line.
watching. Could they reach 100
Clemson's Itoro Umoh also had
14 points, four rebounds and five
points?
"That was a question on the assists.
ty
The Lady Tigers were 28-66
bench," Umoh said. "But I was just
proud of the intensity the team from the floor for a .424 pet, while
showed throughout the whole Ole Miss shot 19-58 from the field
game. We could have easily backed for a .328 figure.
off after the first half but we kept
Wednesday night, the Lady
Tiger basketball team defeated
the intensity level up."
Umoh was one of five Tigers Furman University 69-43.
Amy Geren scored her 1,000th
who finished with double digits in
career point and lead all scorers
points.
The senior point guard com- with 13 points, nine of them com- .
piled a game-high 13 points, and ing off of three point shots.
Furman University came out
added six rebounds, five assists and
three steals. Nikki Blassengame, very strong in the first half and
Erin Batth and Andrea Gaines each hung very tough with the Tigers. At
chipped in with 11 points and the beginning it was a very even
Natasha Anderson finished with 12 game. Both teams had trouble>
shooting the ball as each team finpoints.
The Lady Tigers' defense did not ished the night shooting 29 percent
allow one opponent to reach double from the floor.
At the half Clemson led 33-26.
figures and held Asheville to a 27.3
In the second half, Clemson
shooting percentage.
Davis was especially pleased outscored Furman 13-3 in the first
with how Umoh and the Tigers 6:30 minutes.
Clemson's Itoro Umoh came"
shut down Asheville scoring threat
close to a triple double as she had 10
Emily Hill.
"I thought we did a really good points, nine rebounds and nine
job against Emily Hill, she scored assists. She also had three steals on
twenty-something against us last the night.
The Lady Tigers will play host to
year," Davis said. "And I believe she
had 32 and 24 in their two presea- the Wofford Terriers tonight io_
son exhibition games. I thought Littlejohn Coliseum. Game time is
Umoh in particular really set the set for 7:30 p.m.
CHRIS YATES/scmor

Dear Tigers, thanks for the memories
Dear Clemson Football
Players and Coaches,
As a graduating senior, I
would like to thank all of you for
four wonderful, exciting years of
Clemson football. I have enjoyed
watching you play on Saturday
afternoons like no other. When I
see the sea of orange run down
the hill after rubbing the rock,
chills run through my body. My
blood truly runneth orange.
Some of my fondest memories
of my four years here, are those of
spending Saturday afternoons in
Death Valley. Watching a game
in Death Valley is an experience I
will never forget, I can not even
imagine what it feels like to play
there.
I know this season has been
rough, not one anyone expected,
but when it comes to effort, to me
you are all winners. I know it
sounds corny, but no one will
ever doubt your effort as a team
this season. I know effort does
not equal a "W" in the win column, but integrety and character
do count for a lot in this game
called Life.
It would have been very easy
this season for all of you to give
up, but every week you came
with a valiant effort, you played
like Clemson.
To me you represented the

Coach West, I have never met
University and its athletic
department to the highest extent. someone with such a commandAlthough the outcome was not
ing presence. Since the first day I
always what you had hoped for,
met you, I have been in awe of the
your desire could not be ignored.
respect that you command. I also
have never met a coach, my
You all have a lot to be proud
of and there are quite a few posifather excluded, who cares for his
tives that can be reflected upon.
players as much as you do. On
This season posed very exciting
and off the field in many cases
moments, it is not like you gave
you are a father figure in these
us nothing to cheer for. You have
young men's lives. I can personally think of many
displayed
instances when
some
remarkable
you have gone to
bat for me and
athletic abilSarah Moll
ity through
those who I care
assistant
amazing
about, and for that
I thank you.
plays.
sports editor
Clemson will
Please do
not ever
miss you, your
players will miss
doubt youryou, I will miss you Coach West.
self or abilities in the game of
Coach West and all your assisfootball or in life. When you are
tants, I wish you and your famifaced with adversity, you just
lies the best. Thank for all the
have to dig down a little deeper,
which I truly believe you have
exciting moments you have
helped to create over the last four
done all season.
Coach West and your assisyears.
tants, you have brought respect
To the players, go out and beat
and love to the Clemson football
those Gamecocks, and remember
program, despite what others
me, I'll be the one in the stands
crying because this is my last
may think and say. You all are
game as a Clemson student.
tremendous role models to your
players, Clemson students and to
Sarah Moil is a senior majoring in
me personally. For the past four
parks, recreation, tourism, and
years you all have served as suromanagement. E-mail comments
gate fathers to me and for that I
to sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
thank you and love you.
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WEEKEND SCHEDULE

No mercy

Right direction

Women's Basketball: Wofford, Friday, 7 p.m.
Volleyball: ACC Tournament, Friday '
Football: South Carolina, Saturday, 6 30 p.m.
Men's Soccer: Lafayette,..Sunday,,2 p.m.

► L/NC-Ashevillefeels the
wrath ofa no-holds-barred
women's squad. Page 15

:
°
• ►Men's basketball
* team is off to a great
' start. Page 13

Tigers claim first ACC title Head coach '
and players
earn awards.

► Head Coach Trevor Adair emphasized a
strong defensive effort against the Blue Devils.
Louis GARMENDIA
sports editor

The rich tradition of men's soccer at Clemson added
one of its few missing pieces Sunday when the Tigers
defeated Duke 1-0 for the program's first ever ACC
Championship.
"I'm very happy for our seniors today. For them to be
a part of the first ACC Championships in Clemson history is great," Head Coach Trevor Adair said. "I knows that
they will all remember this for a long time."
Tve worked four hard years for this," said Jeff Bilyk,
one of those seniors. Bilyk and his classmates had never
beaten Duke before Sunday. A popular phrase in sports
today is that defense wins championships, and that is
exactly what won the game for the Tigers. Duke had
only five shots on goal in the game and Clemson also
held its semifinal opponent, Maryland, without a goal.
"Today, we just couldn't get behind their defense," said
Duke Head Coach John Rennie. "We played very well,
but that was the difference."
"Duke is a phenomenal team. I think that today was
our best defensive effort of the season," said Adair. "That.
defensive effort starts on the front line and goes all the
way back to the defensive players."
Adair's team needed the great defensive effort early
on, as his team struggled to mount an attack. The Tigers
finally broke through in the 17th minute. Scott Bower,
who came in the game after an injury to Jeremy
Iwaszkoweic, put a centering cross right at the feet of
Bob Cavanaugh, whose shot beat the goalkeeper but caromed off of the crossbar. Wojtek Krakowiak collected
the rebound but put his shot wide.
Clemson dominated the play for the rest of the half as
the teams remained scoreless. But at the 53:03 mark, the
Tigers found the back of the net. After stellar defensive
play, the Tigers counterattacked with Mark Lisi leading
the charge. Lisi took the ball down the right flank and
hit a beautiful cross to the back post, where a streaking
Bower volleyed it past Duke goalkeeper Atli Knutsson.
Bower, was benched from his starting role after being
late to one of the team's weekend practices, proved to be
SEE TIRE, PAGE

11

► Soccer squad isoneofthe most highly
decorated teams in Clemson history.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor

KELU SHERAN/-|vu.il to The /!;.:

HEADER: Duke and Clemson team members seek serious airtimeduringthe ACC men's championship soccer match.

With team success comes individual accolades,"
and this year's men's soccer team is no different.
Goalkeeper Josh Campbell was named MVP of the
ACC Tournament after making eight saves and giving
up no goals in two games. Campbell, the last line of
the Clemson defense, was joined on the AllTournament Team by defender Jeff Bilyk and attackers Wojtek Krakowiak, who scored both goals in the#
Tigers 2-0 win over Maryland in the semifinals, Scott
Bower, who scored the goal in Clemson's 1-0 win over
Duke in the championship game, and Mark Lisi, who
assisted Bower's goal.
«
The awards came on the heels of the ACC's season
honors, which were announced last Wednesday.
Krakowiak was named the conference's Player of the
Year, and Head Coach Trevor Adair took the Coach of»
the Year Award. Krakowiak, Lisi and Campbell were
all named to the All-ACC first team, while Bilyk,
Bower and Mike Potmpa were named to the second
team.
•
Nationally, the Tigers are number one in both the
Soccer America poll and the NSCAA poll. Krakowiak
is the nation's top goal scorer and he is also a finalist
for the Hermann award, college soccer's equivalent of*
the Heisman trophy. His 27 goals are the fourth most
on the all-time Clemson single season list. Lisi is third
in the nation in assists with 15, and Campbell is third
in the nation for goal allowed average at 0.46. The"
Clemson defense overall is ranked second in the country. Clemson has the best winning percentage in the
country. The team's .952 winning percentage and 20-1
record will be on display Sunday against Lafayette.

[RIVALRY RUNDOWN]

'

CAROLINA TRADITION

Hottest rivalry in the state invadesDeath Valley
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

staff writer

At a time when most
South Carolinians
bemoan the demise of
football in the Palmetto State,
it is important to reflect on
the glory and the tradition
associated with the ClemsonCarolina football rivalry. As
one of the oldest and grandest
rivalries in the country the
annual contest is the longest
continuous rivalry in the
South and the fourth longest
rivalry in the nation.
The streak began in 1909
and this season marks the
90th consecutive meeting
between the two schools. The
first meeting between the two
schools was in Clemson's
inaugural football season of
1896 and the tradition lasted
until 1902 when a brawl following the end of the game
suspended the rivalry until
1909. The Tigers lead the all
time series 56-35-4 and the

road team has won the last
seven meetings between the
two schools.
Until 1960 each game in
the series was contested at the
State Fair Grounds in
Columbia. The game, nicknamed "Big Thursday," was
the fashion plate of the South
as the men wore their best
outfits and the women
showed of their favorite hats
and furs. The game being contested in Columbia each year
was a distinct disadvantage to
the Tigers because the
University did not share in
concessions, program sales
and the school was allotted a
fewer number of tickets.
Finally representatives of the
school garnered enough influence to move the game to
Tiger Town every other year.
The final Big Thursday game
was played in 1959 and the
next year Clemson and
Carolina began the home and
home series.
One of the strangest

moments at Big Thursday,
according to Clemson's evercourteous SID Emeritus Bob
Bradley, occurred in 1946
when over 10,000 counterfeit
tickets were printed and the
fans smashed the gates down
before kickoff. Fans packed
the stands and spilled over
onto the sidelines as concessionaires hawking their products walked in front of players and obstructed their view
of the game. Coach Howard
even recalled that fans were
sitting next to him and suggesting what play he should
call next.
Many exciting memories
in the rivalry were witnessed
by the fans in attendance at
Big Thursday. In 1948 the
Tigers brought an undefeated
team into the game against
Carolina. Trailing 7-6 with
four minutes to play a fan in
the Tigers' section stood up
and said, "I bet $100 that
SEE

RIVAL, PAGE 11

BTHOdMS/phiuoedilor

TEAM LEADER: Tech'sDez White loses control last Thursday as Alex Ardley closes
in from behind during thefirst quarter of play in Death Valley.
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UB\C brings horror movies to Clemson

KEVIN CHALK

staff writer
As a movie fan, there are two
things that I will always go for: free

movies and advance screenings.
Thanks to the UPAC Films and
Video Committee and the Network
Event Theater, movie fans and all
other Clemson students can
indulge themselves in advance
movie showings... free ones, too!
Last Tuesday, a monstrous
crowd braved the rainy weather to
catch a sneak peek of the new teen
slasher thriller I Still Know What
You Did Last Summer at Tillman
Auditorium. A limited number of
free passes were available at the
Union information desk and they
were said to have gone really fast. I
could believe that, since viewers
began to arrive at the 9 p.m. show
around 7 p.m.. Plus, the house was
packed and the crowd was quite
anxious to begin.
The movie seemed to please

most of the audience, buf I guess
I'm a little tired of teen slasher
movies by now. Anyway, the "digicast" is sent by Network Event
Theater to many college campuses
across the nation, although the
main festivities occur at certain
California universities. At these
spots, an even greater crowd storms
an auditorium where, after watching the same movie as us, selected
cast and crew members come out to
answer any viewer questions.
Clemson viewers aren't left out
of this question and answer session,
however. Students are encouraged
to stick around after the show to see
the interviews and to try out their
own inquisitions.
In the case of I Still Know, very
few actually stayed. Why would
they need to hear director Danny
Cannon, whose only noteworthy
credit is Judge Dredd (which I
liked), and the film's young stars
talk about things like "How hard
was it to work in all of that rain?"

(That was an actual question.)
Anyway, it's extremely rare for a
person to get his or her question
through.
Before this interview time, however, those students who did decide
to remain are up for some prizes.
For I Still Know, there were some
nice official movie posters and a
few leftover Urban Legend soundtracks. Other smaller prizes such as
cassette singles and postcards were
basically just tossed into the free
stuff-hungry mob. There were also
some free razors and gum samples
for those who were fortunate
enough to grab some on the way
out.
If this was your first NET experience, you missed a less chaotic
event a few weeks earlier, when
Clemson students were treated to
an advance screening of John
Carpenter's Vampires. As a
Carpenter fan, I was there in a
heartbeat, but unfortunately, not
many others were. There were plen-

ty of seats left, but I can kind of see
why, since the "Master of Terror's"
highly anticipated return to horror
turned out to be uninspired and
disappointing. Once again, students were able to stay afterwards
and watch a question and answer
series with director Carpenter and
stars James Woods and Sheryl Lee.
Still, the possibility of sending your
personal question through was
highly unlikely.
Hey, do you see a pattern of horror films? Well, it's especially obvious since NET and UPAC Films and
Video brought Urban Legend to
Tillman in early September. Even
though it was another stupid teen
horror flick, the crowd seemed
comparable to both I Know What
You Did Last Summer movies. I
guess other people like the idea of
seeing a free movie a week or two
before its national release.
I don't blame them, since these
two organizations have given us
this unique chance to preview three

big Hollywood movies in the past
three months. The response only
seems to be growing. UPAC Films
and Video leader Ben Walker says
that more sponsors are signing on
(which means more free stuff) and
this could only mean more free
advance screenings to come.
So, what exactly is in store as far
as future free advance screenings
for Clemson students? Ben Walker
doesn't know. He says that Network
Event Theater is responsible for
choosing and sending us the
movies, so Clemson really has no
control over it. NET had planned on
sending us Peter Berg's dark comedy Very Bad Things on Nov. 18, but
Tillman was already reserved on
that date for another occasion.
The turnout for that feature
probably wouldn't have been that
big anyway. Apparently from last
Tuesday's turnout, just give these
Clemson students a free scary
movie (it doesn't have to be good)
and that should do the trick.

Sander's newest
is simply peachy

[ACID JAZZ]

SANDI GRATIC

staff writer

COLOR ME ECLECTIC: Nine piece jazz gives audience energetic set with impromptu musical instrumentation.

VIPER DOESN'T BITE

Since 1995, viperHouse has been bringing the funk to crowds
ELLIOTT SOUTHARD

assistant Time Out editor
When the manager of viperHouse
first contacted me about doing
an interview with the band, I
was curious as to what kind of music
these guys made. The only thing that
kept popping into my head was '80s rock
music by the bands with big hair. I guess

I was kind of combining the bands
White Snake and Firehouse and conjuring up an image of viperHouse.
However, when I got the press kit
from the group with the CD, I discovered
that I had been completely wrong. These

guys are the farthest thing from an '80s
hair band. This nine piece band hails
from Burlington, Vt. and specializes in
funky instrumental jazz.
I got together with the bandleader,
Michael Chorney on the phone and we
talked about the band, the style of music
they specialize in and what would happen if the band was in a plane crash in
the Himalayas.
Chorney had been playing with several different bands around the Vermont
area when, in 1995, he decided he wanted
to start his own group. Chorney then
formed this nine member band by picking people who he had worked with over

the years who he thought could add to
the group, an all-star cast if you will. The
first rehearsal of viperHouse was the
first time that many of the band members had ever met each other. But with
Heloise Williams on lead vocals, Brian
Boyes on trumpet, Dan Mallach on trombone, Karen Quinn on violin, Rob Morse
on bass, PJ. Davidian on percussion, Ray
Paczkowski on keyboards and Phil Carr
on drums, it did not take the group long
to gel together. They were able to release
their first CD the following year entitled

As we were waiting tor Dori Sanders to appear, I
began imagining just what she would look like. I
have this strange idea that all renowned authors are
these elegant, eloquent, larger than life people, similar in status to a superstar. As she walked into the
classroom, I immediately focused my attention on
her. She was not elegantly dressed but she spoke
with such eloquence and articulation that her voice
simply captivated me. Her denim shirt, skirt and
comfortable-looking shoes immediately made me
think about a loving aunt or grandmother. Sanders
was so full of life and energy that it was impossible
not to pay attention to her.
In order to begin the discussion, Sanders opened
the floor for questions. The first question posed dealt
with her novel, Clover. One day Sanders was manning her peach stand when two funeral processions,
one all black and the other all white, passed by on
Highway 321. Sanders stated that she did not know
any one in either procession. As the black procession moved along, a little girl waved sadly at Sanders
through the back window of the hearse. As the
white procession continued, Sanders noticed a
white woman with the window down crying and
wiping her tears with a white lace handkerchief.
SEE

DORI, PAGE 5

M

viperHouse.
SEE

VIPER, PAGE 5

AUTHOR: Sanders shares Carolina charm.
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Orchestra closes season with diverse crew
M. DEGAETANI
senior staff writer

ANDREA

The Clemson University
Symphony Orchestra will close out
the semester with a four piece concert on Nov. 24. The concert will be
held at the Brooks Center for the
Performing Arts under the direction of Dr. Andrew Levin and will
be presented in two parts.
During the first half of the program, the orchestra will play an
overture by Rossini, classically popularized by Bugs Bunny in one of
his older cartoons. A trumpet concerto will also be played featuring
trumpet soloist Dr. Gary Malvern.
Malvern is a music professor at
Furman University and principal
trumpeter in the Greenville
Symphony Orchestra. According to
Levin, Malvern's piece contains not
only exciting and quick high notes,
but elegant lyrical tone as well.
The second half of the performance will start off with

Schubert's famous symphony,
Unfinished. The piece, Levin
explains, is titled so because
Schubert had only composed two
of the original four movements.
"These two, however, are incomparable for their beauty and
drama," said Levin.
Concluding the performance
will be a Latin number written by
Mexican composer Arturo Marquez
only five years ago. With this, energetic percussion and brass will provide an entertaining contrast to
close a program of mostly classical
favorites. The upcoming program
is but one of the three concerts the
symphony orchestra performs
each school year. Another concert
will be held in late spring, and a
children's concert in early spring.
Standard works are included in the
programs and a soloist appears in .
each of the major concerts. Musical
talent, however, is not the only
thing that makes the orchestra so
interesting.

The ' Clemson University
Symphony Orchestra is what Levin
calls a "college community orchestra." The ensemble is composed of
about two-thirds college students
'and one-third community members. According to Levin, local
librarians and professors are examples of who make up the community portion of the orchestra. In addition, the student portion contains
those from various majors like
nursing, business and engineering.
Levin says that such a diversity of
people is explained by the fact that
Clemson does not offer a major in
music.
-"They do this because they want
to keep playing music," Levin said.
He also says that the orchestra
members are skilled enough to have
majored in music if it were offered
by the University. They are people
who have other hopes for future
occupations, but can still do what
they enjoy so much... play music!
Furthermore, Levin stresses

that all ensembles are for all the
students and that practice is held
during a class period. In other
words, members of performing art
groups not only get to do what they
love, but get college credit at the.

same time.
For more information about the
Clemson University Symphony
Orchestra's upcoming concert or
performing arts courses, call 6563043.

TUNING: Symphony students receive class credit for performing.

Colliding into success with two new one-act plays
KELLY LEACH

staff writer

What do Hamlet, Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof, Raisin in the Sun, and
Death of a Salesman have in common? Well, if you haven't read them
for school, you have probably
watched them performed. As some
of the most famous plays ever written, they have famed characters
such as Maggie the Cat and Willie
Loman, and made personalities
such as that of Ophelia the subject
of books and poems.
On Wednesday, November 11,
the Clemson Players showed their

skills in two very different plays
worthy of Shakespeare and
Tennessee Williams. When Stars
Collide written by Kathryn J.
Ballou and August Flight written by
James Rasheed are two one act dramas which starred Dennis
Archambault, Lew Holton, Naomi
Sease and Kevin Curler and Pat
Cook respectively.
When Stars Collide poetically
combines the metaphoric inferno
that takes place on the ground and
in the sky, and.is one of Ballou's
many plays. She holds degrees from
Florida Atlantic University, the
Neighborhood Playhouse School of

Theatre, and the University. For the
past fifteen years, she was busy as
the artistic director of Theatre
Row's
Neighborhood
Group
Theatre, Ltd., in New York City.
Ballou is also a seasoned actress,
director and playwright. Currently,
she is a drama specialist for
Greenville County schools and is in
the process of pursuing her doctorate degree in drama education at
Clemson. This past summer, her
play, Shakespeare! Da Good Stuff

was produced at Edinburgh's
Fringe Festival, and received commending reviews.
August Flight showed the real-

ism of mental illness, but is careful- has written. His other play, Bull
ly lightened by perfectly placed Union was presented during last
humorous one-liners.
summer's New Plays Premiere.
Rasheed, the author, graduated
Both plays manifested the obvifrom the University cum laude in ous talents of gifted playwrights,
1990 with a bachelor in science and were conveyed beautifully by
degree in financial management. the skilled acting of versatile actors
Currently, he is working as the con- and actresses. Both productions of
troller of Med Central Health When Stars Collide and August
Resources in Anderson, as a Flight have been entered in the
Certified Public Accountant. Kennedy Center American College
Recently, he has returned to Theater Festival for the opportuniClemson as a postgraduate with ty to compete for awards, scholarintentions to pursue a master of ships and special grants for actors,
fine arts in playwriting. Active in playwrights, designers and critics
the theater program here, August at both the regional and national
Flight is one of two plays Rasheed level.
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Pleasantvilie colors life
used. What follows is an unexpectedly brilliant (in both senses of the
word) look at colors and the way
I always felt sorry for those peo- they affect our perspective of
ple (and dogs) who are completely things.
colorblind. Although a step above
You can look at it literally, as a
those who can't see at all, the color- fairy tale of sorts, and it's just as fun.
blind still don't get the full pleasure. But it's easy to dig much deeper,
Imagine spring without the bright which is what writer/director
yellow sun, the plush green grass, Gary Ross has done. When the
the vibrant red flowers, and the inhabitants of Pleasantville break
gentle blue sky. On one of those from their molds, they become
beautiful spring days, it's obvious enriched in deep, rich hues. Once
that color brings things to life!
colorized, people realize new talBut we still appreciate black ents (like the artistic abilities sodaand white, like Pleasantville, one of jerk Jeff Daniels never knew he had)
those goodie-goodie television and become a whole lot livelier.
shows from the 1950s. David (Tobey They pick up books, once filled
Maguire) appreciates it, having with empty pages, which are now
nearly memorized every episode, overflowing with words and picbut his sister Jennifer (Reese tures.
Witherspoon), a product of the
There's always opposition,
MTV generation, doesn't. It doesn't though, and I love the way Ross
matter, because
brings it into
they both find
the movie. A
PLEASANTVILLE
themselves
few of the
older charinside the sitcom, taking the
a c t e r s ,
Company: New Line
place of brother
including
Rated: PG 13
the mayor,
and sister Bud
- Review: ### ##
are content
and Mary Sue
Parker (the parwith their
ents are played by Joan Allen and monotony. "Luckily we're in a
William H. Macy).
bowling alley," the mayor says.
I saw Pleasantville with my However, they become so conmother, who watched these same cerned abbut this mass outbreak of
types of programs when she was prismatic brilliance that they
younger. She seemed to like the become hateful. They burn their
idea of '90s attitude in the '50s sim- books, place students«in assigned
plicity, and that basic comedy gim- seats, and they destroy their belongmick actually works here ... for the ings when they get out of hand.
beginning 40 minutes that it is Sound familiar? It's segregation!
KEVIN CHALK

staff writer

SINGING IN THE RAIN: Tobey Maguire and Reese Witherspoon star in a
film that puts a colorful twist on life.

How neat is that? You've never seen
hatred of colored people displayed
in such an inventively obvious context.
The realization of everything
above could have never been complete without the film's impressive
art direction and subtle special
effects. The splotches of colors
amidst the plain, black and white
background produce some memorable images. There are even opposite occasions, like in Lover's Lane,
where monotonic figures sit in the
colorful landscape. It's a cool sight.
Ross, who wrote such likable
comedies as Dave and Big, throws in
plenty of inside jokes (including an
appropriate cameo of Don Knotts)
and fills this otherwise run-of-themill situation comedy with more
meaning than ever expected. Also, I
can't forget to mention the allaround excellent performances
from
young
Maguire
and
Witherspoon as well as Macy,
Allen, Daniels, and the late J.T.
Walsh as the mayor.
Pleasantville's main purpose
isn't necessarily to make fun of
black and white television shows,
or the '50s attitude for that matter,
but you can't help but giggle every
time the Beav says "golly gee." The
film is about escaping standard
behavior. It's terrible that we associate mediocrity to black and white,
but color is so much more fun. If it's
a dull, gloomy gray day outside, I
think I'll wear my yellow shorts.
Thanks to Pleasantville, it's going to
be a beautiful day after all!

Zwick redefines political thriller genre in The Siege
ates that fact. By properly dispersing the action, suspense and emotion, he creates an overall sense of
Intertwine the director of such intrigue.
Zwick never gives you a chance
polished gems as Legends of the
Fall, Glory and Courage Under to get bored because he is able to dip
Fire; the screenwriter of the The into his bag of goodies and keep
Color Purple and lndianajones and you satisfied. Just when the movie
the Last Crusade; and the acting tal- seems to be lacking one thing, he
ents of Denzel Washington, injects a new element and the patAnnette Benning and Bruce Willis tern goes on, until ultimately, he
(though his last few appearances has a richly textured film that is
truly satisfyhave been a
mg.
little discourTHE SIEGE
Zwick also
aging), and
does an excelyou get one
■ Company: 20th Century Fox
lent job of crewell-rounded,
highlyating a situa■ Rated: R
tion that seems
charged polit■ Review: 2.* jfelf* jfe
all too believical thriller.
able.
The
The story
may seem a bit complicated at first, scenes involving the terrorist
but director Edward Zwick, with a attacks are disturbing because they
little help from his writing team, seem hauntingly familiar (the
brings the scenario down to a World Trade Center bombing). The
latter portion of the film, which
digestible level.
Washington stars as Anthony depicts the city under martial law,
"Hub" Hubbard, the head of the is also a little eerie. Seeing the city
joint FBI/NYPD Terrorism Task invaded by its own military is
Force, which is put into effect after oddly grotesque, and gives the
Arab terrorists blow up a bus in mind plenty to ponder.
The writing team, which
Brooklyn. Benning stars as Elise
Kraft, an undercover CIA operative includes Zwick, is also responsible
whose Arabian knowledge lands for a great deal of the movie's solidiher directly in the pathway of an ty. One thing I noticed was that
already agitated Hubbard and his most of the characters in the film
team. Reluctantly, the two pool speak in metaphors.
For example, when .general
their efforts in an attempt to locate
the source of the discord while the Devereaux is confronted about
terrorist's actions continue to using the military in the city in
mount. When the chaos reaches order to stop the terrorists, he
monstrous levels, the president responds, "the army is a sword, not
steps in and demands military a scalpel." This sort of fun and playaction, which leads General ful dialogue is scattered throughout
William Devereaux (Willis) to the movie, which gives it a light,
declare a state of martial law in witty feel, but make no mistake, it is
not all fun and games. Though
New York City.
As all three struggle (using there is a bit of colorful dialogue to
opposing methods) to stop the hor- spice the script up, there is also a
rifying incidents, tension rises, lives serious side to the story, which is
are lost, authority is weakened, and adequately established through
the rights of American citizens are potent, hard-hitting speeches.
There are also a few twists to keep
questioned.
The Siege works for one funda- you off balance.
And finally, I give credit to the
mental reason, the direction, writing and acting are all given equal actors, especially Washington, who
weight, and are equally impressive. gives one of the best performances
Zwick has already proven that he of his career. Washington pours out
can spin a complex tale with his his emotions as FBI agent Anthony
camera, and here he simply reiter- Hubbard, whose pain and frustraBRAD TINSLEY

staff writer

tion he allows us to feel. I have come
to the conclusion that he delivers
the most intense speeches of any
actor around; if he decides to give
up acting, he should become a
motivational speaker or football
coach.
Benning holds her own against
the stellar Washington as the somewhat mysterious CIA operative.
She has a lot of fun with the character, and considering the movie is
a political thriller, that is quite a
feat.
And then of course we have
Willis, who as of late, has been
turning in mediocre performance
after mediocre performance.
Though cast here in a role which
anyone could have filled, Willis
makes Devereaux an icy, standoffish bull you love to hate.
From beginning to end, The
Siege never fails to deliver explosive
action, stomach-tightening suspense and raw emotion. Those of
you who favor movies like Patriot
Games, Clear and Present Danger
and Washington's own Crimson
Tide, will find The Siege to your liking and just as agreeable.

SERIOUS SITUATION: Important law enforcement agents taken a look at
a gruesome crime scene.

DON'T BLINK: Bruces Willis and Denzel Washington have a serious talk in the newfilm The Siege/rom the
writer of Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade.
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MusicReviews
2 Skinnee J's
ISupermercado!
Capricorn

One day as NASA was searching for intelligent life on other planets they stumbled upon a transmission from the "Organic Machine"
(track 11). Listening closely the scientists heard a base spank its way
across the air waves followed by a
singular horn which ushed in the
lyrics of these strange beings who
called themselves the J's.
ISupermercado! is the first longawaited major label (Capricorn)
debut of the 2 Skinnee J's. This CD is
an eclectic taste of every form of
music genre you can possible imagin. The title ISupermercado! or super
market for all you Spanish challenged individuals out there like
myself, exemplifies perfectly what
one will find on this CD. The 12
tracks are a smorgasboard of strong
vibrant rap/pop rock. The sound is
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a Beatles, Liberache mixed with
Public Enemy.
This electric rap funk will bring
pure pandamonium to anyone's
soul. If you can stay seated for this
music you must be physically
impaired.
"Pluto's" (track one) melody
echos with "Pluto is a planet," and
I'm pretty sure this is where the
band cohabitates because their
sound is definetly not of this world.
The lyrics are consistantly superior
while the funky finger lickin' good
beat trips behind the it must be jam
cause jelly don't shake like this guitars and horns.
Without missing a beat the listener is then bombareded with
track three, "The Best." This little
number does nothing but give the
audiances flashbacks of the Beastie
Boys. While track five, "In The
Cl'uthches Of The Diabolical Sgt.
Stiletto" adds a heavy edged rock
twist to the already' impechable
rapping style of the J's. The steady
rhythmical beat and pattented synthesized piano keeps your body
jumpin' with track seven "You're a
Champion." The CD is then topped
off with the high energy of songs
like "718" and "Organic Machine."

This CD does rely heavily on
distortions adding somewhat of a
techno flare to the music. Track
three, "The Best" sums up this collection of music perfectly. "Ain't
nobody does it better than the J's."
—Todd Alien

My Friend Steve
Hope & Wait
Mammoth Records

$'«»««'«(
I would like to introduce everyone to My Friend Steve. They are a
pop rock band out of Florida, and
when I first saw this CD, I thought
that their name was plain out stupid. I figured that I would take the
CD to review and trash them on the
basis of their name alone.
Then something happened that
changed the way I would feel about
My Friend Steve forever. I put the
disc in my stereo. I was blown away
at what I heard because these guys
were actually good. I take that back.
They were really good.

The first track, "The Schooling,"
is one of the best pop rock songs
that I have heard in a long time.
What first caught my attention
about it was the solid rhythm that it
had and the vocals that Steven
Burry put with it made it magical.
The whole song tore at the listener's
emotions and made them feel what
living was about.
If that had been the only good
song on the CD it would still be a
good buy, but there was much more
to come after it. "Charmed" and "All
In All" were also emotional, up beat
rock songs that really appeal to the
listener.
"Always The Way" slows things
down a little, but it doesn't take
anything away from the rest of the
disc. It concentrates more on
accentuating the vocals.
"Backwards and Sideways" is a
fun song about a case of the chicken
pox. "Chandeliers" is my favorite
track on the CD. It is a beautifully
slow ballad with only Burry's
vocals and a guitar.
In essence, the whole CD is
excellent. There is heavy emphasis
on melodies and vocals and it
makes for a solid album musically.
It also makes an album that is very
appealing to the listener. And I
don't care what these guys call
themselves because the bottom line
is that they make really good
music, and that's what's important.
-Elliott Southard

Depeche Mode:
The Singles, 86-98
Mute/Reprise Records

$$$$$
Its amazing that alternative
music is old enough to warrant
"best of" compilations from some of
its founding fathers. Such is the case
though with one of the most influential of these bands, Depeche
Mode. Seventeen years have passed
since the release of their first
album, yet all of the singles collected here beat most any current
release on the charts in both originality of sound and lyrical depth.
Young adults will always be
angry and depressed and nothing
helps feed the fire more than a great
mope-rock album. Depeche Mode
have been making singles that put
Morrissey to shame for years, and
nothing helps to realize it more
than bringing all the best together
on one album.
Songs on this two-disc collection
range from the slightly hopeful to
dark and brooding, which may not
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seem very eclectic, but DM can
make them sound worlds apart.
Lead singer Dave Gahan is actually
capable of showing us, if only for a
moment, the positive side of anxia ety and anticipation of love. In
"World In My Eyes", Gahan pleas,
"Now let your mind do the walking/And my body do the talk• ing/Let me show you the world in
my eyes." and then proceeds to take
the song to almost ethereal heights
with the lines, "All the islands in
•the ocean/All the heavens in
motion/Let me show you the world
in my eyes."
Yet other times he'll deceive us
' with upbeat songs that are actually
dragging us down into the constricting world of drug abuse, and
showing us the false sense of securi*ty that they provide. In "Never Let
Me Down Again", Gahan croons his
love for his "best friend" (drugs),
"We're flying high/We're watching
the world pass us by/Never want to
come down/Never want to put my
feet back down/On the ground."
«Seductive songs with a hidden
agenda abound on this album.
The highlights however are an
almost euphoric live version of
♦"Everything Counts", and the track
"Little 15" previously available only
in France. "Everything Counts" was
recorded live in 1988 at the
• Rosebowl in Pasadena, and for those
few minutes humanity had reached
perfection. With Martin Gore's
mesmerizing music providing the
'reason and Gahan's lilting voice
acting as an unassuming instigator,
the thousands of fans in attendance
take the song over in an eerie chant,
"as if they had all simultaneously
found meaning through their spiritual guides on stage, or at least their
own "Personal Jesus" (track 7). Just
to hear this one for yourself would
be well worth the "price of admission" to this album.
i With a singles collection the
band is providing the perfect
excuse for old fans to come home
where they belong, and it also presents the perfect vehicle for new listeners to come and hear just who is
responsible for influencing all of
their favorite bands. Its the work of
•true genius to make music that one
can dance to, mope to, sleep to,
and...well...you know what else you

can do to it. And this album represents the best of the best. Recently
bombed a test, had a bad break-up,
or just can't get happy? Don't fight
it, feed it. Find a dark room, a loud
stereo, and "Enjoy The Silence."
-StotTrescot

Plaid
Understanding God

ish the CD off like it began, with
two fast-paced hard edge songs,
"Live and Learn" and "Cry."
While the sound of the band is
very different from the typical
Christian rock band, it is very solid.
It has a distinction that separates it
from everything else out there. The
message that the band carries with
their music is very strong and
comes from their hearts. Their
music is a tool by which they can
present their message in a way that
many people can understand. As I
said before, these guys are only
teenagers and have a bright future
ahead of them if they keep up their
good work.
-Elliott Southard

Rustproof Records

For those of you out there who
still think that Christian music is
just like the gospel music one hears
in church, take a listen to this
album by Plaid. It is the extreme
opposite of the stigma that is too
often attached to Christian music.
Plaid is a group of teenagers from
Tennessee who have joined forces to
spread their message through
music. This album has an extremely hard edge to it. If you are more
familiar with other popular
Christian bands such as Jars of Clay
or DC Talk and like them for their
pop feel, don't expect the same from
these guys.
The album starts off with "Pick
Your Poison," an energetic song
with a hard drum line and heavy
electric guitar. The heavy metal
theme carries through most of the
album on tracks such as "The Call"
and "Banter" and gives the CD a
punk rock feel.
However, there are a couple of
slower, acoustic tracks on the
album. "Beautiful" and "Can't Run"
are two examples of this. They are
both mellow tracks that accentuate
the harmonies rather than an overpowering guitar. They show the
wide range of sound of which the
guys are capable. "Listen" is an
interesting track that begins with
the music of a jack-in-the-box getting ready to pop up. The fellas fin-

Firewater
The Ponzi Scheme
Universal Records

On a constant search for rock n'
roll immortality, Firewater's latest
release The Ponzi Scheme is a huge
step in the right direction.
The CD bombards the listener
with fluid melodies and harmonies
which are set on edge by the somewhat disturbing lyrics. Despite
having to sell my soul to the Devil
to listen to The Ponzi Scheme there
are some redeeming musical qualities to be found in the 12 tracks. The
Cd opens with "Ponzi's Theme,"
which is a spy instrumental reminiscent of the Nintendo game Spy
Hunter's theme song. "So Long,
Superman" is the song which will
put Firewater on the map. It is a
catchy pop rhythm melody with a
raw hum sing along quality.
The best way to describe this CD
is unorthodox. Firewater's music is
like bad medicine. At first it is hard
to swallow and tastes bitter but
when all is said and done it just
makes you feel better.
-Todd Allen
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Chorney said that while the
band was first getting started, he
did most of the song writing. He
had in his mind the identity that he
wanted the group to take on and
once that identity was established,
the floor was open for suggestions.
Since then, the entire group has
become involved in the writing
process. The band's most recent
release is Shed.
Live shows are the bread and
butter of the group. Every night the
show is different because so much
of it is impromptu. With nine different people on stage it would
seem that they would have a difficult time staying on the same page
at all times, but because the band
has worked together so much over
the last few years, everyone seems to
know exactly what the other is
thinking. This makes for an
extremely intense and extremely
fun show to see. They play many of
their own songs, but also include
their own renditions of other's
music.
They do not have any definite
plans for an album in the near
future because the main focus of
the group is touring. It is important
to build a strong fan base so that
they will have people to buy the
CDs.
With a group of nine people one
can-only imagine the number of
influences that each member
brings to the group. However, the

DORI

FROM PAGE 1
Feeling empathy towards this lady,
Sanders found herself wiping the
tears away from her own eyes with
the back of her hand. As she witnessed these events, she began
thinking about the fact that death is
universal and does not deal in the
color of complexions. She also
wandered how or if the little black
girl and white lady could survive
together if placed in that type of
living situation. "It is amazing how
a single thought, a single glimpse is
all that it takes to write a book,"
Sanders said.
Another* question posed to
Sanders inquired about the characters she chose and whether or not
she actually knew them. In order to
make a story or character seem
more believable, she based her
characters on people who visit her
peach stand and people who she
knew. Clover is completely fictional, but deals with real life issues of
real people. In telling her story,
Sanders was very careful not to
"gossip" about others because in the
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different influences rarely conflict
with each other but rather work
well together. It is one of the things
that allows viperHouse to have
such a unique sound.
The youngest member of the
band is 18, while the oldest is 40, so
there is a nice mix of freshness and
experience among the band members.
Chorney said that the core audience of most of their shows is the
college crowd. However, with the
wide variety and influence in their
music, it is not rare to see older, middle-aged folks or younger high
school kids at their shows. He feels
that it is very satisfying to know
that their music appeals to such a
diverse crowd.
My final question of the interview was a fun one simply for kicks.
With the success of any band
comes hectic tour schedules and
plane trips all around the world. I
asked Chorney if the band was flying through the Himalayas one day
and the plane crashed and they
were stranded without food, who
would be the first member they
would eat so others could survive?
He responded that they would eat
the percussionist, PJ. Davidian, first
because his nickname was Scrod,
which is a small fish.
viperHouse is a very unique
band with an equally unique
name(the lower case v and upper
case H were deliberate). They will
be at Explorer's on Friday night
with Fly water. The show starts at 11
p.m., so go out and see an exciting
show by these Vermont rockers.
process she would have to deal with
some skeletons in her own closet.
"There is so much good in the worst
of us and so much bad in the best of
us, therefore it behooves us not to
blame or point the finger of fault
anyone."
Someone else asked about her
intentions in expressing views on
interracial relationships.
In
response to this question, Sanders
remarked that the presence of a
mixed heritage has been here since
the evolution of slavery and that
she had been diligently searching
for a pure form of race, but it was
difficult to find one. It was not
intended to directly address the
issue of interracial relations, but
when dealing with the everyday
issues of people it was impossible to
avoid. "Farmers are of a,different
breed because they deal with a
common enemy, the weather and
not race. It is not a black-white
issue."
Sanders completely altered my
image of authors and made me
realize that authors are ordinary
people expressing the ideas and
events of ordinary life.

MCAT
Classes are starting now!
Call today to reserve your seat.

Gameday Kickoff Special- any home football game day
tee off any time after kickoff, pay the student greens fee
and get a cart free!!
Student Rates- Special rates are available for students
Monday - Friday and after 3:00 on holidays and weekends.
Call the Golf Shop for more details or to
make a starting time reservation
up to 3 days in advance....

656-0236
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CLASS STARTS
JANUARY 17,1999
ENROLL WITH A DISCOUNT COUPON
CONTACT THE CAREER CENTER FOR DETAILS

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
'MCAT Is a registered trademark of the Association of American Medical Colleges.

60 YEARS OF BUILDING FUTURES. ONE SUCCESS STORY AT A TIME.
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T&DD, UNO>VE*k NEW TKRR»1&R\es..
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Hair - Nails

Facials • Wax'n
Con Fusion
Chris Godfrey & Jill Richardson
(formerly of Heads Up)

654-0605
Wall Street Center, Suite 7» Clemson, SC 29631
Located by the Pot Belly Deli

^V 4ft ^kferdfbsqate
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£ki/£
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The Blue Dogs
ON SALE

DNLY $99

GREAT PRICE!

Friday Nov. 20 8-2 @ The Armory

$219.00

Tickets $5
^^SOUNDS

in the loggia Mon-Thur in front of the library on Fri

Auto Sound Soeaalist • We Deling Crwsin'

916-A HWY 123 • SENECA. SC 29678

or § the Door.
12" PUNCH WOOFER
SALES PRICE

$

Come see tne

19 EA.

new

Shuttles Available in front of Tillman
Benefiting Children's Miracle Network

Punch Woofers!

* Installations Available
•
•
•
•
•

Alarms
Keyless entreys
Cruisecontrols
Pagers
Cellular phones

Sponsored by

*
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What'sHappening
FRIDAY, NOV. 20
• Five Way Friday at
the Esso Club. 11 p.m.
• viperHouse w/
Flywater at Explorer's. 11
p.m.
• Zendaddy at McP's.
10 p.m.
• Sourwood Honey at
Area 51. 10 p.m.
• Unabnormal at the
Wired Cafe. 9:30 p.m.
• Mountain Express at
Edgar's. 10 p.m.
• Derby Days Concert
featuring The Blue Dogs,
Elijah Blue and No Wake
at the Armory. 8 p.m. to
2 a.m. (tickets may be
purchased at the loggia in
front of the Cooper
Library)
• Wild Men From
Borneo at TD's. 10 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOV. 21
• Earle Street at
Edgar's. 10 p.m.
• Shades of Grey at

20,1998

TO LIST EVENTS IN THE
CALENDAR FREE,
CALL 656-0986

Area 51. 10 p.m.
• Zendaddy at McP's.
10 p.m.
• Dean Dollar at the
Esso Club. 2 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 25
• Shades of Grey at
Henni's in Greenville. 10
p.m.
FRIDAY, NOV. 27
• Centerline at McP's.
10 p.m.
• Shades of Grey w/
Spider Monkey at the
Windjammer in Isle Of
Palms. 10 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOV. 28
• Centerline at McP's.
10 p.m.
• Selma Raid at
Legends in Greenwood. 9
p.m.
THURSDAY, DEC. 3
• Grass Cactus
Reunion at Backstreets.

LOUNGING AROUND: Flywater will make an appearance at Explorer's Bar & Grill with viperHouse tonight.

10:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11.

McP's. 10 p.m.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4

SATURDAY, DEC. 5

• Jupiter Coyote at the
Esso Club. 11 p.m.
• Southern Tradition at

• Southern Tradition at
McP's. 10 p.m.

• Dirt Circus at McP's.
10 p.m.
• Shades of Grey at
the Windjammer in Isle Of
Palms. 10 p.m.
.
SATURDAY, DEC. 12
• Shades of Grey w/ •
Emmit Swimming at the
Attic in Greenville. 10
p.m.
*
• Dirt Circus at McP's.
10 p.m.
|
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 18
• Hard Luck Hill at
McP's. 10 p.m.

-

SATURDAY, DEC. 19 *
• Hard Luck Hill at
McP's. 10 p.m.

4

THURSDAY, DEC. 31
• Zendaddy at McP's.*
10 p.m.
FRIDAY , JANUARY 1 «
• Zendaddy at McP's.
10 p.m.
#
SATURDAY, JANUARY 2
nt Time Out editor

CAROLINA ROCK: Columbia band Shades of Grey will be playing Saturday after the USCgame at Area 51.

OROSCOPE
You asked for it, so here they
are: your own personal Haiku
Horoscopes.
OK, so maybe you didn't ask
for them, but here they are anyway.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec 21)

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

If you're feeling sick,
don't think about bologna.
It will make you puke.

Wow, you're pretty smart.
Smarter than most people think.
Including yourself.

You are not lazy.
Work just makes you deathly ill.
Excuses are good.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)

,

Gemini (May 21 -June 20)
The problem you have
with bright lights and garlic is
clearly genetic.

Why do you take things
that do not belong to you?
You know what I mean.

Capricorn (Dec 22 -Jan. 19)

Aries (March 21 - April 19)

Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov. 21)
Once upon a time,
Scorpios were really cool.
What the hell happened?

• Zendaddy at McP's.*
10 p.m.

You are too busy,
but I have a solution.
Stop doing so much.

Some people don't like
to be told that they are wrong.
These people should die.
,
Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)
People piss you off,
But why do you suppress your
desire to kill them?

Everyone knows that
meat from a retarded cow
is very tender.

Things could be much worse.
At least your tires aren't flat.
But watch where you park.

Tired of punk rock?
<
Maybe you should think about
writing your own songs.
-Stars Read by Q.T. ttaro

